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Marchese steps down as UGBC Executive Vice President

VP of Student Initiatives Connor Bourff
to assume the vacated EVP position
By

Connor Farley

News Editor
and

Andrew Skaras

Heights Editor
UGBC Executive Vice President
(EVP) Chris Marchese, A&S ’l5, confirmed last night that he has stepped
down from his role for “personal reasons.”
According to Marchese, the decision
was made official last Tuesday, when he
informed the Office of Student Involvement (OSI), and was announced to
UGBC members at last night’s general
meeting.
“For the remainder of this semester

I’m going to really be reflecting on
where I am at in life and where I want
to go, and then when we get back from
Winter Break, I plan to meet with
[UGBC] Executive Council to see where
UGBC is at, and if I can make a contribution, I would like to do so in whatever
manner that Executive Council finds
appropriate,” he said.

Marchese and UGBC President Nanci Fiore-Chettiar, A&S ’l5, confirmed
that Connor Bourff, VP of Student
Initiatives and A&S ’l5, will replace
Marchese effective immediately.
Bourff was selected by the Executive Council on Thursday to become
the new EVP. The Executive Council
is comprised of the President, the Vice
President for Diversity and Inclusion
(VPDI), Vice President for Student
Organizations (VPSO), Vice President
for Student Initiatives (VPSI), Vice
President for Communications (VPoC),
and Vice President for Financial Affairs
(VPFA). Mike Martina and Gabi San
Martin, co-directors of Undergraduate
Leadership Academy, serve as ex-officio
members of the Executive Council, according to Fiore-Chettiar.
The Student Assembly was not consulted to approve this replacement—as
is mandated by the UGBC Constitution—according to both Marchese and
UGBC President Pro Tempore Mike
Rosella, A&S ’l5.

SOFC to
revise budget
deadlines
By

Section VI of the UGBC Constitution

states that the succession of the EVP in

the event of his or her absence shall
occur in the following order: President

Pro Tempore of the Student Assembly,
VPDI, VPSO, VPSI, and VPFA.
Fiore-Chettiar said via email that
that section of the Constitution does
not apply to situations in which the
EVP does not assume the presidency.
She also said that there is no formal
procedure for the approval of the decision by SA. Instead, she said that the
Executive Council consulted Marchese,
as the outgoing EVP.
Rosella said that he was not asked by
Fiore-Chettiar to assume the position
of EVP, nor was he consulted about the
choice of Bourff as Marchese’s replacement.

“The way it was described to me is
that the order of succession is ultimately
determined by the Executive Council,
and in the interest of continuity, they
decided the position should be passed
down to the someone in the Executive
Council,” Rosella said. “I fully support
that.”
EMILY FAHEY/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Marchese, A2

Marchese cited personal reasons for stepping down from his position as UGBC Executive VR

Fellowship Winners by Institution
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See SOFC, A3

safety notice
on break-ins
University notifies
students about offcampus intruder

Connor Farley

With more than 200 registered student organizations (RSOs) on campus,
funding clubs is no small task. The
responsibility of allocating that funding, though, is the responsibility of a
comparatively small group —the roughly
20 undergraduates that comprise the
Student Organization Funding Committee (SOFC).
A funding entity for all student organizations, excluding UGBC and BC
club sports, SOFC approves, denies,
and distributes funds received from an
annually budgeted sum from the Vice
President of Student Affairs Office
(VPSA). The amount of that sum is just
one portion the Student Activity Fee
(SAF) budget—a total of the bi-yearly
payments that undergraduates make
to the University that reserve them the
right to join RSOs.
In an attempt to more precisely and
fairly distribute funds among RSOs,
SOFC will transition to a newer method
of operations, according to SOFC voting
member Jackson Bowers, CSOM T7.
Under its current structure, SOFC
functions under a set of guidelines put
forth by the organization’s members
and approved annually by the Office of
Student Involvement (OSI). The guidelines for an RSO to submit its primary
budget—the original funding proposal
offered by a club—are
detailed in a
five-page document found on the SOFC
website, which currently mandates
that RSOs submit budget requests fourweeks in advance of a proposed event.
Next year, Bowers said, SOFC will
aim to have all club budgets submitted
by the beginning of the semester instead
of the current “four-week” policy.
“We want all clubs to plan their
events ahead of time before the semester even starts so that we can budget
and know what’s coming throughout
the semester, and do as much funding
as we can before the semester even
starts,” he said.

BC posts

By

Connor Farley

News Editor
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University Fellowships Committee
moves on after Hafner’s departure
By

Julie Orenstein

ing these names provide the opportunity for advanced study at
centuries-old British institutions such as the University ofOxford

Assoc. News Editor

or the University of Cambridge, or the chance to live in one of

Editor’s note: Tins story ispart one of an ongoing series about
fellowships advising at Boston College.

more than 140 countries granting Fulbright scholars a place in
these schools’ research facilities or classrooms.

For American college students seeking to pursue graduate
studies in the U.S. or abroad, words like “Rhodes,” “Marshall,”
and “Truman” carry a lot of weight.
For students looking for an international experience doing either research or English teaching after completing their
undergraduate degrees, the word “Fulbright” may spell out an

While most advising for major fellowship applicants at
Boston College is done primarily through coordinators for each
specific program—most of whom are faculty members—the
University Fellowships Committee (UFC) oversees some outreach efforts and early-stage advising for students interested in
pursuing a fellowship.
“This office was envisioned to offer support to the faculty

answer.

The competitive national scholarships and fellowships bear-

See Fellowships, A3

BC commemorates El Salvadoran Jesuits
By

Gus Merrell

Heights Staff

fire on Nov. 16,1989. In the 25 years since,

Boston College has gone to great lengths to
remain in solidarity with those killed.

It has been 25 years since the massacre
in El Salvador of six Jesuit priests, their

housekeeper, and her daughter—an event
that left the entire world reeling. At the
El Salvador was in the midst of a
bloody civil war that left more than 70,000
people dead at the hands of Salvadoran
government forces and death squads.
The Jesuits, teaching and performing
missionary work, were caught in the crosstime,

“The

Jesuits were living the gospel and

imitating Christ, who did the same for his
people and instructed them to pass it on
to succeeding generations,” said Campus
Minister Rev. Donald MacMillan, S.J., in

an interview with The BC Chronicle. “We

espouse the religious history not only of
the United States but of our neighbors
throughout Central America.”
While the world was left in shock

in the wake of the event, none was hit
harder than Jesuit communities around
the world.
“This event touches the hearts and
souls of the Jesuit community and its
colleagues at Boston College,” MacMillan
said. “These were our brothers and educational partners who were in solidarity
with their colleagues at the Universidad
Centroamericana (UCA), raising their
voices for human rights and justice.”

See El Salvador, A3

Last Friday, the University posted a
safety notice on the Agora Portal webpage
regarding an off-campus private property
home intrusion and theft reported to the
Boston Police Department (BPD).
“Residents reported being awakened
by an intruder who fled upon being discovered,” the notice reads.
The post confirmed that no injuries
were reported, and issued several precautionary measures for students to further
prevent similar incidents.
“The Boston College Police Department
advises students to make sure apartment
entry doors and windows are locked at
all times and to immediately report any
suspicious activity in or around off-campus
non-University property to the Boston
Police Department by calling 911,” the
post reads.
According to Director of Public Safety
and BCPD chief John King, the incident
was reported to BCPD only after initial
reports were filed with BPD.
“We were informed by the Boston
Police of these incidents and will continue
to keep alert to matters involving our community members,” King said in an email.
“BCPD officers have been advised of these
incidents and our awareness remains high
for any reports that may involve our community.”
The report follows a series of off-campus break-ins that occurred last year, the
suspect of which was largely referred to as
the “Kirkwood Tickler,” based on several
student accounts of an intruder breaking
in to “tickle” tenants’ feet, according to
a Boston.com article published this past
May. No connection between those incidents and this most recent one has been
established.
BCPD did not state the address or items
stolen, but King confirmed that the incident
did not occur in University housing. ¦
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Education for Students by Students will present the
Fall 2014 edition of the BCTalks speaker
series today from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Walsh Function Room. Eight
/jjrgS'
fjflHß
HBH
undergraduate students will give
lectures on a wide array of topics in
the spirit of TEDTalks.
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Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in the Thompson Room
of the Burns Library, John Horgan, BC’s visiting scholar in political science for 2014,
will give a lecture entitled, “Journalism—
The First Draft of History?” The lecture
is co-sponsored by the Burns Library
and the Center for Irish Programs.

Assistant professor of political science Peter
Krause will deliver a lecture on ISIS and
the future of international relations of
the Middle East as part of the ongoing International Education Week.
The talk will take place at 7 p.m. in
Gasson 301.

A Guide to Your

Lincoln's Marchese steps down, effective immediately
legacy

Marchese, from A1
Fiore-Chettiar confirmed in
an email that Rosella was never

offered the position.
“Executive Council made this

Chris Grimaldi
In half the number of words
that have been used to write this
column, Abraham Lincoln redefined
the future of American democracy
and turned the tide of this country’s
bloodiest war.
This week marks the 151st
anniversary of the 16th president’s
Gettysburg Address. For former
high school speech and debate nerds
such as myself, it’s sort of like a
pre-Christmas celebration, in which
Lincoln plays the part ofSanta. The
gifts he brings are 272 words and
two minutes of the most impactful
prose in American history.
The speech is a fusion of poetry
and politics. Itis a call to action
woven into an artwork.
And yet it wouldn’t make me
a traitor to argue thatLincoln was
not morally superior to our elected
officials today. Behind his vaunted
legacy as the Union’s savior, he is
revered more as a saint than as an
elected official. In many ways, he
wasn’t so differentfrom the dysfunctional crew ofrepresentatives in
Washington today. That difference is
that we celebrate his politicking and
backroom dealing with Academy
Award-winning, Daniel Day-Lewis
epics, while calling for heads to roll
when we sense that the same is taking place in our own time period.
Do we judge Lincoln by a double

standard because of the circumstances under which he served?
Maybe we do, but that’s not the
point. The point is that the sheer
beauty of all he accomplished—including the Gettysburg Address—is
not

dependent on some super-hu-

man aura. Lincoln was not a saint,
but rather a man who possessedan
ingenius political calculus.
Borrow the family time machine
and take a ride to 1863 for a second.
Lincoln is Commander-in-Chiefof
an army that, only months before,
was on the brink of defeat. He is
president of a country that came
within a battle or two of irreconcilable division. And, oh, by the way,
there’s an election coming up in
1864that’s looking pretty damn
good for Lincoln’s challenger George
McClellan.
For all I know, Lincoln devised
the Emancipation Proclamation out
of a personal abhorrence for slavery.
But recognizing that he freed the
slaves in rebel states as a weapon
of war doesn’t make him heartless.
And it’s okay for us to admit that
building his address around the
Declaration of Independence “Four
Score and Seven Years” in the past
was less about nostalgia and more
about claiming the Declaration as
the preemptive vision of America’s
future—a document whose framework ofself-evident truths claimed
to leave no room for slavery.
Lincoln’s cunning makes him
human, but the Gettysburg Address
reinforces the fact thathis cunning is
why he is set apart and revered. His
genius was the ability to establish
authority without having to boast.
He could weave confidence and
humility together in a speech that
didn’t try to define right and wrong,
but rather challenged Americans to
be better than they were.
Contrary to his words, Lincoln
knew that the world would remember what he said that day in front
of 15,000 spectators and a reeling
nation, but that didn’t shake him.
He simply delivered a eulogy, like a
father watching over the graves of
his own sons.

decision together and although
we had several reasons for making this decision one of the most
important is this: whoever took
Chris’s spot had to be familiar
with all aspects of UGBC, not just
the Student Assembly,” she said.
“Unfortunately, the Constitution
provided us with very little guidance throughout this process.”
Marchese said that the decision was made in conjunction
with OSI.
“At the end of the day, UGBC’s

stitution.

tation, it is up to the Office of
Student Involvement [OSI].”
The UGBC webpage states
that, “Everything from the Student
Assembly’s legislation to its voting
records to UGBC’s Constitution
and Standing Rules can be found
below [on the site.]” The Constitution, however, was not readily
available.
“Our Constitution, when it
was changed two years ago, basically makes everyUGBC decision
subjugated to the Office of Student
Involvement,” Marchese said.
He said that the aforementioned rule overrides the other
procedures set forth in the Con-

it very clear that whatever deci-
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[Bourff] is because he knows the
difference between leading people
and managing situations,” he said.
As of now, the three managers
that oversee Student Initiatives
(SI) will be running SI department
meetings, and Fiore-Chettiar will
provide guidance, Marchese said.
A final selection for the new VPSI
will likely not be reached until
the spring semester, when other
potential candidates will return
from study abroad trips.
Rosella does not expect that the
abrupt change in leadership will
affect the functioning ofSA for the
rest of the semester.
“I think with Chris and the
leadership in [SA] have set forth
a good precedent,” he said. ¦

“Our new Constitution makes
sions that [UGBC] makes or thinks

that we want to make can be overridden by the Director of OSI,” he
said. “Our Constitution can be
ignored if that’s what the Director
of OSI wants.”
Bourff was next in line for the
position of EVP after VPDI Martin Casiano, A&S T5, and VPSO
Dhara Bhatt, CSOM ’l5 declined
to assume the vacant role, Marchese stated.
Marchese said he endorses
Bourff’s selection given the similarities and overlap between SA
and SI.
“The reason why I support
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-
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In a square room in the middle
of the firstfloor of O’Neill Library,
students sit staring into their

laptops surrounded by textbooks
and papers. Pinned to a brown
corkboard on the walls just above
their heads are 22 bright, colorful pictures of the world outside
Boston College.
Together, the pictures make
up Hie World Through Our Eyes,
an International Education Week
photo exhibition. It is an ongoing
exhibit in the O’Neill Library Level
One Gallery that will be on display
until Nov. 28. Members of the BC
community submitted the photos,
which were then selected by Office
of International Students & Scholars (OISS) Technology Administrator Yves Bruno and Exhibits
Specialist Kevin Tringale.
International Education Week
(lEW) was co-initiated in 2000 by
the U.S. Department of State and
the Department of Education. At
BC, it runs from Nov. 10 to 21 and
is meant to increase awareness

of global cultures and emphasize
the importance of international
education. The University does
not receive a mandated agenda or

funds from the federal government,
however, according to Nick Gozik,

director of the Office of International Programs.
“We use lEW as an opportunity
to showcase and promote the deep
and wide array of international
programming available to faculty,
staff, and students onour campus,”
he said.
The photographs in O’Neill
a blackspan the globe—there’s
and-white portrait of a Maasai child
holding a deer in Kenya next to a
photograph of a smiling woman in
Morocco. There is a photograph
of Ghanaian women protesting for
their right to education, and one
of men eating at a gourmet French
restaurant in a Buddhist temple in
Beijing.
lEW was first celebrated at BC
five years ago, but for the first time
this year, it has a theme: Social Justice in the World: Is It Possible? All
of the pictures in the exhibit were
selected to illustrate this theme,

said Adrienne Nussbaum, lEW
coordinator and director of the
Office of International Students
and Scholars.
Not all events are required
to address this theme, however.
The topic, though, has inspired
involvement among many people
who have not participated in the
past. The theme is meant to give a
common threat to lEW activities,
Gozik said.
“We are hoping that the theme
will also provide for a broader
conversation on campus during
the fall semester, allowing colleagues and students from a variety
of disciplines and walks of life to
ask fundamental questions such
as, ‘ls social justice in the world a
realistic aim?’ ‘How does one define
social justice in other cultural and
linguistic contexts?’ ‘Does social
justice presuppose equality?”’ he
said. “What role might BC community members take in helping to
promote social justice responsibly
around the world?”
Ever since lEW’s inception at
BC, the photo exhibit has been
a key representation of the mis-
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News Tips
Have a news Up or a good idea for
a story? Call Connor Farley, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or email
news@beheights.com. For future
events, email a detailed description
of the event and contact information
to the News Desk.

sion of the program. In total, the

program consists of 46 events:
lectures, presentations, discussions, and films. The photographs
add a visual element to the week,
Gozik said.
“ he very location of the exT
hibit, in the center of the library,

and just off of a busy corridor
leading faculty, staff, and students
through the heart of campus, ensures that virtually all members
of the BC community have an
opportunity to view the photos
on display,” Gozik said.
Many organizations sponsor
events for lEW, including the International Club, the Linguistics
program, and the Volunteer and
Service Learning Center. Events
still to come include the Voices
of the Pueblo Native American
Dance and a lecture given by Brian
Gareau, a professor within the
international studies department,
about Peace Corps as a post-grad
option. Lor the most part, all of the
events have been well attended,
Nussbaum said.
“All of the lEW events have
been going verywell so far,” Nussbaum said. “We are looking forward to week two.”
BC hosts over 2,000 students
and faculty from other countries
and represents an international
community—there is a multitude
of international programs and
activities on campus, and over 50
percent of the student body goes
abroad at some point, Gozik said.
lEW highlights the international
accomplishments on campus. In
addition, this year’s theme serves
to garner greater interest and encourage involvement, Gozik said.
“By focusing on socialjustice in
the world, we have an opportunity
to link international programming
and initiatives with a theme that
is true to our university’s Jesuit
roots,” Gozik said.
“The various ways in which
community members have addressed the questions raised
deepen our understanding of
social justice, as well as other
integral themes of solidarity and
humility.” ¦
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8:28 p.m.

A report was filed regarding a traffic accident off campus.
-
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Tuesday, November 11

Thursday, November 13

12:24 p.m. A report was filed
regarding a harassing phone call in
Stokes Hall.

regarding an actual fire in St. Mary’s

-

11:50 p.m. A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided
to a BC student who was transported
-

Chris Grimaldi is a senior staff columnist for The Heights. He can be
reached at news@bcheights.com.

Constitution is not really up to
UGBC,” he said. “For interpre-
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If BC had a reality TV show, what would it
“Jesuit Shore.”
— rad Soderberg,
B
A&S ’18

be called?

“Mod Wives.”

Alyssa Stenta,
A&S ’17

was filed

11:43 p.m. A report
-

Hall.
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“Real Housewives of
Chestnut Hill”
—Alex

Stanley,

A&S ’16

“My Strange Addiction:
Vineyard Vines.”
—Michael Sullivan,
A&S ’18
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BC excels in Fulbright, lags behind in other major fellowships
Fellowships, from A1
that are doing this in whatever capacity they
would like us to,” said JasonCavallari, associate
director of the UFC.
Cavallari, who has served in his current
position for three years, said that outreach
to students to build applicant pools for each
fellowship is a mixed effort between the UFC
and the individual coordinators. In some
cases, interested students contact coordinators directly, and in others, coordinators or
their colleagues may have students in mind
who they believe would fit the criteria for a
specific award.
The outreach from the UFC end, however,
is more broadly focused—hosting information sessions generally outlining the various
opportunities available and holding initial
meetings with students to better determine
which fellowships are most appropriate.
“Usually the students I see are the ones who
have heard at least something, which is goal
number one—to know that these opportunities are out there,” Cavallari said. “Then they
can come in and we can talk more specifically
about what they’re looking for and then dispel
them ofany misapprehensionsthey may have
and point them in the right direction.”
There are ways, Cavallari said, that BC
could do better with getting information out
there, and he has sought to coordinate with
department chairs and academic advisors
to publicize fellowship opportunities to the
student body. Professors who are personally involved with certain fellowships, such
as Michael Resler, professor and chair of the
German studies department and a Fulbright
advisor, dowell with advertising and encouraging students to apply.
“In some ways, some of the departments
could be a little bit better about advertising
fellowship options,” he said. “They don’t even
have to be experts
but even to provide
students with the information about opportunities they should think about. I think that
could be better handled.”
...

For many fellowships, the preparation
process does not begin just with an application during a student’s junior or senior year.
Inorder to lay the groundworkfor a successful
fellowship or scholarship application, students
need to be aware of the opportunities as early as
freshman year so that they havetime to develop
relationships with faculty members for future
letters of recommendation, build necessary
academic and research skills, and find an area
offocus that interests them.
Cavallari said that several of the strategic
programs that the UFC was attempting to
implement—some focused on fostering undergraduate research—have been set aside following the departure ofDonald Hafner, former
vice provost for Undergraduate Academic Affairs and director of the UFC. Hafner stepped
down from his position in the provost’s office
effective Aug. 31, and will fully retire from the
faculty in the spring.
In Hafner’s absence, Cavallari has been
tasked with handling more responsibilities
in the UFC office, therefore efforts such as
starting an undergraduate research seminar
for freshmen—perhaps modeled after the
freshman topic seminar courses—will likely
not pan out as anticipated.
“One of the things we wanted to do was
start, especially with underclassmen, getting
them into the process of doing research earlier, so that the spark of imagination and skill
set they would need to take on big projects
would develop a little earlier in their college
career and they could do more with it later
on,” Cavallari said.
In addition to developing skills that would
be helpful for writing essays and proposals for
any number offellowship applications, students
must determine which particular program fits
their long-term goals and qualifications.
BC students have, historically, turned to
programs such as Fulbright as an accessible,
realistic optionfor post-graduation plans, pursuing positions as English-teaching assistants
and researchers in countries from Germany
to Taiwan to Bulgaria. Over the last decade, at

least, BC has placed consistently among the
top 20 doctoral or research-level institutions
producing the most Fulbright winners, ranked
12th highest producer ofFulbrights in 2013-14
with 19 winners, and breaking into the top 10
with 21 winners in 2011-12.
While the Fulbright program has established itself at BC, other major fellowships—including the Rhodes, Marshall, and Truman
scholarships—have not produced as many
winners as have other universities, particularly Ivy League institutions with significant
support programs and resources in place for

applicants.
Since the 1902 inception of the Rhodes,
3,296 of these scholarships havebeen awarded
to American students for postgraduate study
at Oxford. Of those awards, 781—nearly
24 percent—have been awarded to students
from Harvard, Yale, or Princeton universities,
according to data from the Rhodes Trust. Only
two BC students have won the Rhodes—Brett
Huneycutt, BC ’O3, and Paul Taylor, BC
’o4—while numerous others have been finalists. Alicia McKean, LSOE T5, has been named
a Rhodes finalist this year and will participate
in a final interview later this week.
Ten BC students have won the Marshall
Scholarship and earned awards for postgraduate study at a university in theUnited Kingdom,
and 17 BC juniors have won the Truman
Scholarship for demonstrating leadership
potential and commitment to public service,
as indicated by statistics from the respective
scholarships’ websites.
Cavallari noted that, while the disproportionate number of winners from Ivy League
schools can somewhat be attributed to a
systematic feature of the Rhodes selection
process —in that Ivy League applicants can be
favored for their institutional affiliation—BC’s
“perennial issue” of struggling to produce
Rhodes winners could also be a factor of
geography.
Each of the 16 Rhodes districts is allocated
two scholarships, and students may apply
to represent either the district in which they

live or the district in which their university is
located. For some BC students, that district is
one and the same—District One, which embodies Maine, Massachusetts, and Vermont.
BC applicants, therefore, are annually competing with students from Harvard, MIT, and
other prestigious institutions in one portion
of New England.
This geographical grouping may account
for the discrepancy between the number of
winners from a small liberal arts college such as
Grinnell College in lowa—which only has approximately 1,600 students but has produced
14 Rhodes winners, or Carleton College in
Minnesota —which has 2,000 students and has
produced 18 Rhodes winners, and BC, which
has over 9,000 undergraduates.
For the top-tier universities at which having numerous winners of Rhodes, Marshall,
and Truman scholarships is more common
than at BC, preparation for students to apply
for fellowships frequently takes the form of
hands-on workshops and sessions dedicated
to providing advice for essay writing and interviewing.

At Princeton, prospective applicants can
read past winners’ application essays, and Fulbright candidates can view the form that an oncampus committee will use to evaluatethem in
their interview to earn a campus nomination,
according the website for the university’s Office
of International Programs, which handles international fellowship advising. Princeton has
produced 201 Rhodes winners, 126 Marshall
winners, and 31 Truman winners.
Yale, which has contributed 233 Rhodes
winners, 108 Marshall winners, and 57 Truman winners, has a fellowships program
administered by the university’s Center for
International and Professional Experience
(CIPE). According to the CIPE website, the
fellowships program hosts workshops to help
with application proposals, as well as multiple information sessions geared specifically
toward freshmen and sophomores each fall.
Spring information sessions focus on how to
write essays for national fellowship applica-

tions, aimed at students looking to apply the
following fall.
With an undergraduate student population approximately half the size ofBC’s, Wake
Forest University has produced 15 Rhodes
winners, including 13 since 1986. The Wake
Forest Scholars Program, according to the
university’s website, “identifies and promotes
high academic and civic achievement among
undergraduate students from a wide variety
ofbackgrounds and intellectual interests,” and
serves as a postgraduate scholarship and fellowship education and preparation program.
The University of Notre Dame has three
full-time employees dedicated to fellowships
advising, two of whom are focused on undergraduate advising, according to Jeffrey Thibert,
assistant director of national fellowships at
Notre Dame. The Center for Undergraduate
Scholarly Engagement hosts both in-person
and YouTube-based information sessions for
prospective applicants, as well as application workshops and feedback systems. BC
has produced more Marshall and Truman
winners than Notre Dame (7 Marshalls, 11
Trumans), yet Notre Dame has produced 14
Rhodes winners.
Some universities, such as Georgetown,
have produced over 20 winners of each the
Rhodes, Marshall, and Truman scholarships,
yet face a lack of funding for student services
such as fellowship advising and only small offices to support applicants. According to Lauren Tuckley, associate director of Georgetown’s
Office of Fellowships, Awards, and Research,
the office has four employees and serves as a
clearinghouse for all applications. This is an
improvement from 10 years ago, when professors—whose first priority is research, then
teaching, and at last, something like fellowship
advising, she said—took the lead.
Programs at institutions such as Yale, Notre
Dame, and the University of Pennsylvania,
though, are what she called the “gold standard”
of fellowships advising—prime examples,
Tuckley said, of what she would want for
Georgetown if money were not an object. ¦

SOFC to push up dates for student organization budget submissions
SOFC, from A1

our guidelines on the website, so clubs

events this semester, but meetings for

appeals will continue throughout the

The reasoning for the funding cycle
shift is a result of a greater push for
operational transparency, Bowers said,
noting that perceptions surrounding the
funding body are typically unfavorable,
particularly from RSOs that may have
been denied requested funds.
“I think we have, generally, a negative
perception on campus because people
think we’re the bad guys who don’t fund
events, when in reality we’re trying going forward to make every effort to fund
things and to find reasons to give clubs
money,” he said.
The source of those perceptions, he
stated, often results from an unclear
submission process—one
that SOFC
hopes to enhance from a campus visibility standpoint.
“Most people don’t know that much
about [SOFC],” Bowers said. “In the old
days, you couldn’t really find a copy of

didn’t really know what we would fund
and what we wouldn’t.”
Now, any student is able to attend
SOFC’s weekly meetings held on Fridays
from 3 to 5 p.m. in Carney Hall, and
subsequent office hour sessions from
7 to 9 p.m., according to the SOFC
webpage.
The meetings focus on two predominant areas of allocation: budget
submissions and appeals. Budget submissions, which typically occur closer
to the beginning of the semester, serve
as a mechanism for clubs’ costs coverage
and general approval of events. Appeal
meetings are held for RSOs that may
have been denied funding for specific
requests, and are seeking to reverse
an SOFC’s decision. Appeals occur
throughout the funding cycle and operate over the calendar year.
Last Friday marked the last meeting
open to discussion for funding new

rest of the year.

While RSOs may potentially face a
more hurried time table for event planning, the transition to a newer model
for budget consideration will likely
allow SOFC to immediately process
primary proposals for RSOs, keep SAF
costs down, and leave the bulk offuture
SOFC meetings to focus on appeals,
Bowers said.
“It’s obviously hard for clubs to do
that because a lot of their event details
are even finalized that early before the
event,” he said. “So, we kind of have to
balance the funding ahead of time with
[clubs] needing flexibility as well.”
SOFC membership is structured
on a collection of voting members and
an executive board, including chair
Earnestiena Cheng, CSOM ’FS; vice
chair Siobhan Burke, CSOM ’F6; and
treasurer Nicholas Wisniewski, CSOM

l’ 5. The rest are voting members—those
who assess and vote either in favor of
or against budget submissions. For approval, budget requests must receive approvalfrom the majority of members. A
formal voting process occurs only once
quorum within the group is reached.
Each member of SOFC is also responsible to serve as a “representative”
for about nine to 14 RSOs —a role
that Bowers said ensures a close and
clear working relationship with RSO
treasurers.

“Our role as clubs reps is to be, ideally, in constant contact with the [club]
treasurers to know about upcoming

that way
the process can be as fluid as possible,”
he said.
The breakdown of which representative each club is assigned to is available to the public via SOFC’s OrgSync
webpage.
For SOFC members already involved
events, upcoming budgets

...

in a club whose budget is up for approval, that member must abstain from
voting to mitigate a financial conflict

of interest. That member is, however,

encouraged by SOFC guidelines to serve
as the representative for that club—a
dynamic Bowers said expedites voting.
“Those kinds of relationships actually usually work in our favor,” he said.
Members are not allowed, however,
to be a part of UGBC, since funding
from the SAF also finances UGBC’s
annual budget.
Since the 2004-05 academic year,
the SAF has nearly tripled, from $lO6
to now $316 in 2013-14. That figure
almost climbed unpredictably further
after BC’s Event Management (EM)
department proposed a 20 percent
increase in charges for RSOs in the
form of an EM surcharge this year.
That decision was reversed following
lobbying against the decision by UGBC,
however. ¦

Campus Ministry commemorates anniversary of Jesuit murders
El Salvador, from A1
While teaching at the Universidad
Centroamericana in San Salvador, the

Quad in front of Lyons Hall. They

were erected during the annual commemorative mass that is held in the Quad,

from various political forces. The Jesuits
had a strong presence in the region, voic-

and will remain standing until the end of
the month. MacMillan said that the white
crosses are not just to honor the fallen
victims, but also to stand as a reminder
that worldwide social justice is still a work
in progress.
To mark the 25th anniversary of the
massacre, O’Neill Library is host to an
exhibit titled “One Night in November.”
Curated by MacMillan and Michael
Burke, A&S TB, the exhibit is comprised
of two cases, one dedicated to the historical aspect of the event and the other
to the responses of the BC community. It
is meant to challenge viewers to reflect
on the event and to dig deeper into the
historical and political implications the
massacre caused.
“I hope viewers will read up on the
causes of that civil war and understand
that the call of the gospel left these Jesuits
no other choice but to be voices for the
voiceless,” MacMillan said. “It cost them
their lives, but the call to justice has been
raised and is still being voiced today.”
The historical portion of the exhibit
consists of several books—including
autobiographies of some of the priests—and
personal photographs from the trips of
then-University president Rev. J. Donald
Monan, S.J, to El Salvador in the wake of

ing ardent opposition to the civil war and
the Salvadoran regime, and lobbying for

EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

on the

met with strong opposition

Jesuits were

Crosses dedicated to the El Salvadoran murder victims were erected in the Quad.

groups are best known for honoring the
victims of the massacre by erecting crosses

peace. The massacre was a turning point
in the civil war, putting international
pressure on the Salvadoran government
to come to a peaceful resolution with the
guerilla organizations.
BC was one of several Jesuit institutions that led a charge in responding to
and remembering the fallen Jesuits and
the thousands of victims of the civil war.
MacMillan was one of the initial leaders
of the Ignatian Family Teach-In for Justice
(IFTJ), a social justice conference that
was originally held in Georgia, but has
since moved to Washington, D.C. The
IFTJ draws students and faculty from BC
and other Jesuit universities, as well as
high schools and parishes from 25 states,
Canada, and Mexico. Working with the
Ignatian Solidarity Network, the IFTJ
and its participants hope to effect positive social change on a global level. This
year there will also be a rally on Capitol
Hill today, with protestors advocating
issues related to human rights in Central
America, as well as immigration reform
and climate change.
On BC’s campus, University ministry

the massacre. Monan, now the University Chancellor, sought to guide the Jesuit
community’s responses to the murders
and encouraged Congress to seek justice
for the killings. The other case is full of
relevant articles from The Heights written
about the University’s and community’s
responses over the years.
“This exhibit is a small token of reverence for these martyrs, meant to spark
an interest in the hearts and minds of
students, as well as faculty, administration
and staff, to search for ways to establish
peace, equality and unconditional love
with our neighbors on the same continent,”
MacMillan said.
The school is also hosting an appearance by Carolyn Forche, a poet, activist,
and faculty member at Georgetown University. She will be presenting “A Poet’s
Journey from El Salvador to 2014: Witness
in the Light ofConscience” on Nov. 19 in
the Heights room of Corcoran Commons,
according to the Office of News and Public
Affairs.
The annual masses, the exhibit, the
speeches, and white crosses honor the
Jesuit priests in light of the killing, but
the ultimate message that is left behind
is much greater than that, according to
MacMillan.
“I hope we all become or remain aware
that the struggle continues—not only in El
Salvador but in everyland,” he said. “Seeking peace and having faith that does justice
honors these martyrs.” ¦
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

A troubling disregard for
UGBC’s Constitution

The human race is but a monotonous affair. Most of them labor the greaterpart
of their timefor more subsistence; and the scanty portion offreedom which remains to them so troubles them that they use every exertion to get rid of it.

Last night, UGBC Executive Vice
President (EVP) Chris Marchese,
A&S 'l5, announced that he would
be stepping down from his position, effective immediately. At face
value, there is nothing problematic
with the manner in which Marchese
announced his decision: He cited
“personal reasons,” and officially
informed the Office of Student
Involvement (OSI) last Tuesday,
before telling the rest of UGBC on
yesterday evening.
The manner in which his successor—Vice President for Student
Initiatives Connor Bourff, A&S
Ts—was chosen during the intervening days, however, is extremely
disconcerting.
Article V, Section 6B of the UGBC
Constitution lays out the order
of succession “if there is no Executive Vice-President for UGBC.”
The President Pro Tempore of the
Student Assembly, Vice President
for Diversity and Inclusion (VPDI),
and the Vice President for Student
Organizations (VPSO) all precede
the VPSI. According to Marchese,
current VPDI Martin Casiano, A&S

person assumes the presidency—not
simply if the EVP position falls
vacant. Additionally, there is no
formalized process in the Constitution for the ‘approval’ of the Student
Assembly. In this case, we sought the
approval of the EVP (who at the time
was Chris), since it is the EVP’s job
to serve as the liaison and voice of
SA to the Executive Council.”
Regardless of whether this interpretation holds—that Section 6B
only applies when the position is
vacated by an EVP moving to the
the presidency, rather than stepping
downfor other reasons —it is senseless to rely solely upon the outgoing
EVP to provide the legitimacy of the
SA in approval of the new candidate.
If this clause and Fiore-Chettiar’s
interpretation were only to apply
to the situation in which the EVP
becomes President, the rationale
wouldbe similarlyillogical, as the legitimacy of the newly appointedEVP
would be based on the selection and
then approval the same person—the
former EVP, who would then be
serving as the new President.
In this case, as Fiore-Chettiar
wrote, the decision to appoint Bourff
was made solely by the UGBC ExIgnoring its governing
ecutive Council —a body composed
of the UGBC president, all vice
and relying
presidents, and the two co-directors
instead on OSl’s
of the Undergraduate Leadership
oversight
authority Academy—in conjunction with
OSI. The Student Assembly was not
to determine ad hoc
consulted, Fiore-Chettiar, Marchese,
procedure subverts the
and Rosella confirmed, and was
legitimacy UGBC
not informed of the decision until
yesterday’s meeting. While this may
in particular,
seem like a simple tweak in proceand the existence a
dure, it is in fact a grave violation
student government in of UGBC’s—and, by extension, the
student body’s—rights.
general.
UGBC is frequently criticized
for its bureaucracy, but the preT5, and current VPSO Dhara Bhatt, ponderance of guidelines exist for a
CSOM T5, were both offered the reason: to officiallyestablish the way
position and turned it down before in which Boston College’s student
Bourff was offered and accepted it.
government handles its responsiPresident Pro Tempore Mike bilities and mediatesthe relationship
Rosella and President Nanci Fiore- between the student body and the
Chettiar, both A&S T5, and Maradministration. Ignoring its governchese all confirmed to The Heights ing documentand relying instead on
that Rosella was not offered the OSl’s oversight and authority to deposition—a significant deviation termine ad hoc procedure subverts
from the Constitution, as well as the legitimacy of UGBC leaders in
Section 3C and Section 4 of the particular, and undermines the exStudent Assembly’s Standing Rules, istence of a student government in
which both hold that the President general. The actions of OSI in this
Pro Temporewill serve as the Chairmove are evenmore concerning than
person of the Student Assembly in those of the Executive Council. As
the EVP’s absence.
representatives of the University
Fiore-Chettiar said in an email tasked with ensuring that UGBC’s
that the Constitution provided very rules are followed, OSI is responlittle guidance throughout the prosible for maintaining standards that
cess of choosing a successor, but did follow the contract that UGBC has
not give a reason for disregarding with its constituency—that
is, the
the protocol that is laid out, beConstitution.
The UGBC president, EVP, and all
yond stating that “[Wjhoever took
[Marchese’s] spot had to be familiar senators are chosen through student
with all aspects of UGBC, not just elections. Denying senators a voice
the Student Assembly.”
in the succession of EVP has effecMore significant than the order tively denied all BC students a say
of succession, the Constitution in who will serve as one of their two
also holds that anew EVP will be most visible and powerfulrepresenappointed “with the advice and tatives, showing a total disregard for
approval of the Student Assembly the rights of the student body.
and the Director of the Student
While Bourff may well be the
best choice to replace Marchese as
Programs Office [now the OSI].”
This is delineated in Section 6A, EVP, the question of his suitability
which refers to when the position for the position is overshadowedby
of President is vacated and the EVP an extremelyworrisome willingness
moves into that role—but
there on the part of OSI to override the
is no stipulation elsewhere in the already limitedpower of UGBC and
document that EVP vacancies due by extension further curtail the voice
to other reasons would be handled of BC students. At the same time,
UGBC’s compliance in ignoring its
differently.
“This entire situation was unown Constitution is also alarming.
precedented,” Fiore-Chettiar said. A change in leadership midway
“ ection 6 specifically outlines the through the academic year is one
S
succession for President, and subissue—a change in the fundamental
sequently the succession outlined principles upon which UGBC operin [6B] occurs for the EVP once that ates is quite another.

-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749

-

1832), German writer and statesman

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Printing reader comments from www.bcheights.com, the Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
In response to “On Breaking The Male Stigma
At BC,” by Alex Gaynor, which ran on 11/13/14:

Interesting article, I agree that ideallywe should
have a more equal number of men and women
involved in social justice and volunteer groups on
campus. However, when you write that our campus is
“54 percent female and 46 male” I feel like you’re alreadypartially answering your own question: why are
there more women thanmen in social justice focused
groups? Well, at least in part just because there are
MORE of them on campus. Obviously, ratio of men
to women in these clubs is worse than that 54-46 percentage, but I do not understand why you attempt to
place the impetus for changing this solely on the men

of the campus to join these clubs. I absolutelyconsider
myself a feminist as well, and historically if there has
been a off-kilter gender ratio in an organization the
blame has placed squarely on the male perpetrated
culture within the group. Thus in combination with
urging more women to join, the males are strenuously
asked to change the culture of the group themselves
to allow greater access for women. I just wonder why
in this circumstance the weight of solving this issue
is placed solely on the men electing to not join these
clubs instead of urging those within the clubs to create an atmosphere more conducive to an ideal 50-50
ratio between the genders.
—Anonymous
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In need

of a creative education
to be truly creative. That can be a terrify-

ing feeling if you are not prepared for it.
No amount of hours spent lost in thought

Andrew Millette

SUPER SMASH BROS. CALCULATOR EDITION There really is no limit to human
-

ingenuity. Some enterprising young
programmer created a pared-down
version of the Nintendo hit, Super

Smash Bros., for the everyday TI-83 or
TI-84 calculators we all use. Sure, there
are only two characters from which to

choose, but the programmer did include
single- and multi-player capabilities. He
was also kind enough to make all of the
code open-source and easy to modify,
which means we can expect more levels,
more characters, and more fun in the
near future, as nerds everywhere add
more functionality. And we thought it
was easy to distract ourselves during our
intro physics class before—this takes it to
a whole new level.
ÜBER-SPOTIFY

PARTNERSHIP

-

When we

thought that things could not get any
better in terms of listening to music and
getting from point A to point B quickly
and cheaply, this comes along to bring
those two together in a beautiful harmony. Later this week, thetwo companies
are going to announce the specifics of
their partnership, so for now, we can
only speculate on how awesome this will
be. No longer will we be forced to listen
to whatever obscure station the Über
driver decides to play during our trip.
We love the idea of being able to channel our meticulously cultivated Spotify
playlists instead.
RUNNING SWEATSHIRTS WITH THUMB
HOLES

-

These seemingly useless holes

in many long-sleeved workout tops and

running pullovers are actually the most
underrated winter survival measures.

When I was a young lad, there were
the gold stars and the blue stars. I was a
blue star, and thus, blue stars were better.
I am, of course, discussing preschool.
We were split into two groups, and the
blue stars, when they did something
good, received blue stars on the wall. The
gold stars received gold. As there should
be in any capitalist society, there was a
competition between the gold stars and
the blue stars every week to see which
group ended up with more stars. We
would receive stars for listening to the
teachers and following the rules, and we
would also receive stars for our inspiring
creativity during arts and crafts time.
As an economics major, I know that
we still, in a sense, receive blue stars for
following the rules. We read theories and
formulas out of a textbook, and then we
either regurgitate them or apply them
to situations we have undoubtedly been
prepared for in class. I imagine that the
other quantitatively-based majors experience similar phenomena. Blue stars aren’t
awarded to certain majors for creativity
because we are never really given the
chance to think creatively.
I have never faced more frustration in
an academic setting than when my original thesis topic did not pan out earlier
this semester. I found myself sitting in the
library late at night, staring at the wall for
hours. I was still enrolled in the thesis,
and I needed to come up with anew topic. Given all of the freedom in the world,
it is hard to come up with a feasible topic
about which to write. The idea that I
couldn’t just dedicate a certain amount of
time in the library to accomplishing what
I set out to do, like I would when studying
for an economics test or writing a paper,
really miffed me. I was, maybe for the first
time in an academic setting, being asked

If you are actually using them for their
intended purpose, these thumb holes
keep your poor little motivated hands
from getting too cold while working
outside. If you are
erm
not so
motivated, fear not. They are perfectly
useful in cold libraries or dorm rooms
thataren’t heated enough. You just secure
the sleeves over your thumbs, and your
fingertips are still exposed enough to
type. Everyone wins.
...

and no amount of hours spent pacing
around the Res late at night like a faux
intellectual can guarantee that you will
come up with a revolutionary idea, and
every second spent thinking about this
issue and failing feels like weights being
placed on your back.
I always thought that I wanted more
freedom in an academic setting, but being
given complete freedom to write about
any topic within the world of economics—a
very blurry world in which two
economists can win Nobel Prizes in the
same year for espousing diametrically opposed philosophies—is actually entirely
overwhelming when your educational
system has not prepared you for it. But
what about BC’s commitment to the
liberal arts? That Core we all have to take?
I believe there is value in the Core, and
that it does teach you how to think better,
and that BC students do leave here more
complete people because of it. But I also
believe that most English and philosophy
classes require a different type of creativity of students. When writing an English
or philosophy paper, there is still a right
answer that can be found somewhere in
the book from which you cite. Students
are often given a framework and asked
to search through novels and works of
philosophy to find examples that support
or better explain this framework. Being
given carte blanche is an entirely different
animal.
Even in music, if one has studied
music theory, everything can be broken
down into mathematical components.
A pretty good song could be written by
picking certain numbers and never listening to a single note. My experience in
music didn’t prepare me for this situation,
either.
Our educational system should
more often challenge students to think
creatively in situations in which they have
been given more or less complete freedom, because this may be one of the most
important skills that one can develop. In-

ventions that alter society often come out
of nowhere. Patent Office Commissioner
Henry Ellsworth famously said in 1843,
“The advancementof the arts, from year
to year, taxes our credulity and seems to
presage the arrival of that period when
human improvement must end.” Sitting
in a room, staring at a blank whiteboard,
trying to think ofways to improve society
is incredibly hard. Look at all the things
we already have. What else could you
possibly want? And yet, every year, there
is that new app that changes your life,
that new invention you later can’t imagine
living without.
Even in a more traditionalbusiness
that is going to continue to sell the same
products that it always has, creative
solutions are often the best solutions.
Graduating from a top-tier college and
then going to work for a large corporation, you have been trained to be very,
very good at doing what you are told. You
can get promoted to a certain point by executing what your manager wants better
than those around you, but you will never
get to the top without creating fresh ideas
that will help the company cut costs and
increase revenues.

The most important application of
creative thinking comes in the form
of helping others. There are so many
persistent problems that plague humanity—problems that wouldn’t be persistent
if the solutions to them were easy. We
have been taught to become really good
at finding X given a set of constraints. In
conflicts between Western nations and
Middle Eastern nations that threaten the
lives of millions, and in issues such as the
rapid spread of HIV, one cannot simply
find X. There are infinite possibilities,
and it is the job of the creatively liberated
to envision the correct solution. If our
educational system forced us to stare at
blank whiteboards more often, maybe
we would be better prepared to solve the
biggest problems.

AndrewMillette is a senior staffcolumnist

for

The Heights. He can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.

A game worth the money

...

ing missiles that others call “outlet

Owen Lyons

If you frequently utilize the staircase that runs
to the side of the Comm. Ave. parking
garage (sometimes referred to as the
“Half-Million-Dollar Staircase,” but we
prefer “$500,000-Staircase”), then you
have probably noticed the construction
between the last and the second-to-last
flights of stairs going up to the road
behind St. Mary’s. For many weeks, we
looked on in wonder and confusion, just
waiting for the moment when we could
determinewhat the new structure would
be and whatpurpose it would serve. Well,
it has been finished and put to use, and it
is, drumroll please, another staircase! Apparently, the one staircase going toward
the garage from the penultimate landing
wasn’t enough, and there needed to be
another staircase oriented toward St.
Mary’s. Apparently, it is too much to ask
for people to walk, oh, we don’t know,
maybe five yards that is the distance
between the top of the two staircases.
Apparently, people are really lazy... wait,
this one isn’t sarcasm, after all—it’s
just
true. Well, eitherway, another set ofstairs
is definitely not justified.
SUPERFLUOUS STAIRCASES
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SATURDAYMORNING FI RE ALARMS Who-

ever it was in Ignacio who burnt his orher
toast Saturday morning, we hate you. We

were just trying to catch up on our sleep,

This whole column could be
summed up in one of those Mastercard commericals: “Three tickets
to the Celtics vs. Cavaliers game:
$3OO. A T ride from Boston College
to North Station: $2.10. Going with
your friends to see Leßron James play
against your favorite team in person:
Priceless.” The trouble is, this column
is supposed to be at least 825 words
long, so hang tight, readers.
In all seriousness, $102.10 for a
seat in the nosebleeds of TD Garden to watch two .500 teams seems
excessive, especially for a guy who’s
cheap enough to have his only daily
footwear option be a pair of $45
sneakers that he bought over a year
ago. People always complain about
how American culture cares too
much about sports and overvalues
athletes—l’m
certainly not hurting
their case. That $102.10 could have
been spent on books, food, a gift for
a friend or family member, or even a
donation to charity, but I blew it on
the opportunity to watch a bunch of
guys play a game for a couple hours.
Why?
There are a number of reasons.
Asa devoted Celtics fan and a fan of
basketball in general, I figured it was
high time to see an NBA game (this
was my first). Since there are so many
aspects of other sports that need to
be seen live to be appreciated—a line
drive off the bat of a big-time slugger,
a board-rattling hit in hockey, or the
speed of any game in general—as a
true sports fan, I decided that I want
to experience the NBA outside of
TV and ESPN.com articles. I want to
see what I can’t appreciate on TV:
Rajon Rondo’s court vision and freak
athleticism, Kevin Love’s heat-seek-

passes,” Kelly Olynyk’s hair, and most
of all, Leßron James for simply being
Leßron James.
After all, if I just wanted to see
any NBA game, I would have gone
to a much cheaper one. The C’s play
Phoenix tonight, and tickets start
under $2O. I still would have gotten
to see my favorite team, still would
have experienced the speed and flow
of a live NBA game, and still would
have had a great night on the town
with my friends. The difference is, I
would have missed the opportunity
to see the best basketball player in
the world just to save a few bucks.
Like any obsessive basketball fan,
I read about bygone NBA eras, go
on You Tube to watch old highlights,
and ask people from older generations about the legends they saw play.
There’s nothing like hearing fans in
their 40s or 50s talk about watching
Larry Bird, Magic Johnson, or Michael Jordan—those guys were a step
above their peers, players that had to
be seen in person to be appreciated
and could never be replicated. Anyone who saw them play understood
their significance.
As much as I lament the fact that
I never had the opportunity to watch
Larry Legend—how
often is the
league’s best player on your favorite team?—l’ve
begun to appreciate
the era of sports that I can experience. Someday, my kids are going
to ask me if I ever saw James play,
and I will be able to tell them that I
did. He’s not special just because of
the fact that he is the best, but also
because of the specific way in which
he dominates. Physically, he simply
can run faster and jump higher than
most players while commanding the
floor with an intimidating level of
skill, and mentally, he understands
the game better than perhaps anyone.
He moves about the floor easily,
clearly seeing and feeling the flow of
the game better than the other nine
men on the floor—every
single one

of his 41 points that night was scored
with that effortless dominance. Like

watching a piano virtuoso composing his next piece, seeing the best in
the world at work is a mesmerizing
is easy to understand
experience—it
what he does, but impossible to understand how he can do it so well.
Yes, I paid a lot for those tickets,
and no, they were not good seats. But
when one of the greatest players of all
time comes to your city in his prime,
it’s hard to pass up the chance to see
him in person. In this age of modern sportswriting when every part
of every star’s life is reported and
analyzed, James has become one of
the most famous and most polarizing
people on the planet. He’s achieved
an almost mythological status to
some people, existing more as a
storybook character than an actual
person.
I remember one of my first Red
Sox games, when I got to see David
Ortiz in person for the first time.
Seeing this man who only appears to
me on TV was hard to believe—it
was
like watching the Easter Bunny putting his eggs in your yard. Seeing this
famous giant just wandering around
like a normal guy was breathtaking,
even if he didn’t do much during the
actual game.
For Leßron, it was even more so.
His athleticism and skill made him
captivating to watch, even when you
factor out his fame. It’s fascinating to
hear Yo-Yo Ma’s music, but to fully
appreciate his greatness, one needs
to see how his hands move with such
grace and dexterity. Any great athlete is no different. I enjoyed every
second of the game, except for when
the Celtics lost at the buzzer because
Rajon Rondo forgot to shoot. Heartbreaking as it was, those tickets were
worth everypenny, and only partly
because of Kelly Olynyk’s hair.
Owen Lyons is a

staff columnist for The

Heights. He can be reached at opinions@
bcheiqhts.com.

and you pull this s—t.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
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The opinions and commentaries of the staff columnists and cartoonists appearing
on this page represent the views of the author or artist of that particular piece, and
not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and artists
for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Not qualified,
for a job
Delphina

Gerber-Williams

I find myself here again, sitting in Lower
and watching all of the soon-to-be-employed
seniors dressed in business casual, strolling into job fairs where they will surely nail
interviews and network with other similarly
hipster-dressed, cool-glasses wearing yuppies.
There goes my freshman yearroommate with
her photography portfolio under her arm,
and that annoying philosophy major from my
sophomore seminar with his Warby Parker
glasses. Are they Warby Parker? Might be too
mainstream these days.
I was always told to pursue my dreams.
Every motivational poster in my middle
school screamed at me in some knockoff version ofComic Sans about following my heart;
my high school guidance counselor told me
to go to whateverschool just “felt good”; and
my parents lectured me about studying what
really interested me. But where does that
get me now? Here I am, 12 credits shy from
graduating with a double major in Econ and
Computer Science, no job in sight.
Don’t get me wrong—for the most part I
have loved my choice of major.
Yes, some ofmy friends who are art
history, philosophy,theology, or English do
probably genuinely like what they study, but
I sometimes catch myselfwondering, “How
truly passionate are you?” I mean, if only I
had a nickel for every time I was up till 3 a.m.
with my boyfriend discussing the Dow Jones
and debating game theory. I never hear my
philosophy or political science friends talking about Nietzsche or Machiavelli... okay,
maybe when they are cramming for exams,
but even then, they sound miserable.
And don’t even get me started on the administration. The Boston College handbook
boasts about the diversity of majors that the
school offers, telling students to “go set the
worldaflame." We are urged to match our
interests and qualitieswith what the world
needs. BC also boasts about the high success
rate of graduates finding jobs in post-collegiate life and how the CareerCenter helps
alumni find internships and jobs. But as
graduation creeps closer and closer, I’m feeling like my invitation got lost in the mail.
I should have seen the signs. I mean, all of
the funding goes to the art department. (How
many new photo enlargers do theyreally
need?) And what about all of those fancy,
exclusive philosophy dinners with expensive
guest speakers? I’ve seen how the Jesuits dress
(so hipster), and University President Rev.
William P. Leahy, S.J.’s collection of tortoiseshell Ray-Bans alone should have given it
away. This school favors the artsy-fartsy,
hipster intellectuals!
The signs were all there—l just chose to
ignore them.
So here I am, sadly sitting alone, looking
at my Deloitte application in the upstairs of
Lower as I grind my teeth while anticipating
Sarah bragging about the cool rep from NPR
that she met last night. She’ll probablyalso
mention how she plans on turning down New
York if Chicago would only just offer already.
I mean, by mid-October, all of the
philosophy majors already have cool offersat
CNN and Reader’s Digest'.
A skim of EagleLink reminds me of what
I alreadyknow, in an increasingly angry shade
of red: “You do not qualifyfor this job.”
Even as a double major, out of 142 jobs,
only five suit my interests.
Where are all of the jobs for me? The
financial-modeling-loving mastermind who
excels at Excel and just wants to spend the
next two years of her life at Goldman? Where
are the Credit Suisse listings? ÜBS? Bank of
America? Sometimes I justfeel like there isn’t
anybody else out there. What the heck is a
Peace Corp, and why should I care?!
BC’s model is “ever to excel,” but clearly
just not at Excel.
But, I guess this is just the territory of
being a CSOM senior. We’ve collected all of
these interests, studied all of these abstract
subjects, and now we are left to apply these
four years to a three-sentence job listing that
vaguely matches our experience. The art,
philosophy, and English majors have been
tracked for jobs during their entire collegiate
experience, and we are just beginning to
align our education to “the real world.” Being
stranded by BC doesn’t help the feeling of
isolation, and neither does EagleLink’s choice
of angry, you-will-never-be-good-enoughred.
But hey, at least I know I won’t have to
switch to bifocals at the age of 26 because I’ve
been stuck behind an easel for my entire life.

Delphina Gerber-Williams is a staff
columnist for The Heights. She can be
reached at opinions@bcheights.com.
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Jon Stewart takes a dip into the serious side of comedy, directing ‘Rosewater’
By George Finnerty

For The Heights

Jon Stewart’s directorial debut Rosewater introduces its titular character with a

question regarding a copy of The Sopranos
that many HBO fans have been asking of the
channel’s content for years: “Porno?” Yet,
Rosewater is no salacious cinephile, but a
member of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard. He

spends

ROSEWATER

'k'iirir&
Jon Stewart

much of
the film’s
almost
two-anda-half-

hour runtime attempting to secure a
confession from Iranian-born journalist,
Maziar Bahari, that he is a spy for the
West.
This is Jon Stewart’s first turn behind
the camera and—although the film is no
triumph of cinematic prowess—overall it
is well done. In many of the movie’s early
scenes, Stewart employs shaky camera
shots to give the film a documentary quality. At one point in the film, the camera is
placed on the front of a motorbike as the
protagonist and his driver speed around

the streets of Tehran. All of these shots
allow viewers to feel almost as if they are
the ones behind the camera as the protests
following the 2009 Iranian presidential
election unfold across Tehran.
Beyond camera technique, Stewart
makes use of color to denote isolation.
While free on the streets of Tehran in the
crowds of protestors, Bahari and his environment are painted with a bright, warm
set of colors. While Bahari is in isolation
and believes himself to be abandoned by
the world, the scenes are composed of
darker shadows filled with much colder
colors.
Rosewater is definitely not a comedy,
yet Stewart’s comedic background serves
him well in this film. Stewart’s script
and direction are able to tease out many
organically humorous moments over the
course of Bahari’s otherwise bleak imprisonment for 118 days. Many of these scenes
had the entire audience laughing aloud
as Rosewater unsuccessfully attempts to
navigate Western culture. At one point
early on in his interrogation, Bahari is accused of spying for the CIA, MI6, Mossad,
and Newsweek. These genuine interactions
between the captor and the captive rely

heavily on the actors who play the roles of
Bahari and Rosewater, Gael Garcia Bernal
and Kim Bodnia, respectively. While these
actors are not well known to the casual
American filmgoer, Bernal played Santiago
in Gonzalez Inarritu’s 2006 film Babel and
is well known in his native Mexico.
Kim Bodnia has gained international
attention for his starring role in The Bridge,
a Scandinavian crime-drama that was
recently remade under the same title in
the U.S. In his performance as Rosewater,
Bodnia does a fantastic job of humanizing
his character. Rosewater’s wife wonders
when he will be home, and at times he becomes frustrated with his unappreciative
boss. He reveals to both the audience and
Bahari the insecurities, imperfections, and
general humanity of what could otherwise
have been just another thug.
In a powerful line early in the film, a
young Iranian man dismisses Bahari when
he does not film the protests as they turn
violent. The man states, “You have a real
weapon, and you choose not to use it.” No
one is going to accuse Stewart of being too
subtle with the position Rosewater takes on
the importance offree speech, but neither
is that the point of the film. Rosewater
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Jon Stewart makes his directorial debut in ‘Rosewater,’ a film about the 2009 Iranian elections.
does a good job of incorporating multiple
Iranian perspectives, from Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s religious
hardliners to the pro-democratic students
who use satellite dishes to access Western
media in defiance of the government.
The population of Iran is not so easily
divided into the religious and the secular,
and Stewart accounts for this in a particularly poignant scene where Bahari’s
anti-Ahmadinejad, pro-Western driver

performs the salat, or Islam’s daily prayers,
on the side of a busy road.
Rosewater takes the audience into the
heart of Bahari’s experience with the 2009
Iranian presidential election. The film is a
piece of cinema worth watching not just
for its artistic elements, but also for the
message it conveys. There is power in the
crowd in today’s interconnected world and
as Bahari writes on the inside of his cell,
“You are not alone.” ¦

An even ‘Dumber’ sequel to a weak franchise
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The Farrelly brothers make a disappointing return with ‘Dumb and Dumber To,’ a crude comedy that tradessubstance for vulgar jokes.
By Rhoda

Morrison

Holden), who is plotting to kill her husband, steal his inheritance, and run away

For The Heights

Just when we thought it couldn’t get any
worse, Bobby and Peter Farrelly have imposed their far-from-charming “creativity”
on us once more. As much (if not more) an

DUMB AND DUMBER TO
Bobby and Peter Farrelly

assault
on the
senses as

its predecessor,
Dumb
and
Dumber To is 120 minutes of one’s life
thathe or she will never get back, no matter
how much he or she may want to.
Like some sort of sick, recurring
nightmare, the movie sees to the return of
Lloyd Christmas (Jim Carrey) and Harry
Dunne (Jeff Daniels) who —much to our
disappointment—have not changed at all
in the last 20 years. And yet again, their
insufferable personalities are teamed with
a ridiculous plotline. Lloyd awakes from a
faked, 20-year-long coma to the news that
Harry is in need of a kidney transplant.
The pair goes in search of Harry’s long-lost
daughter, Penny (Rachel Melvin), in the
hopes that she will donate her kidney and
save Harry’s life. After a visit to Penny’s
house, however, they meet with her adoptive father (Steve Tom) and his wife (Laurie

with her lover (Rob Riggle). Afterward, the
plot takes a turn for the worse, and Lloyd
and Harry find themselves in several most
unlikely situations —including attending a
genius convention, surviving several dodgy
fireworkdisplays, and being the targets of a
murder plot, which the audience can only
wish would be successful.
As can be expected—considering what
came before it—the
movie is crude and
predictable from beginning to end. Halfof
the jokes are what you would expect from
a neglected4-year-old, and the other half
simply leave you feeling nauseated. If the
disturbing scene in an elderly woman’s
nursing home does not have one reaching
for his or her empty popcorn bags, it will
undoubtedly cause some mental scarring.
Alongside the tactless humor, the odious
collection of annoying facial expressions
that are exhibited throughout the film
do nothing but create in the audience a
real urge to knock both the protagonists’
heads together continuously. Moreover,
the “your mother” jokes come thick and
fast, taking what American Pie did so well
and completely ruining it.
Funnily enough, the only remotely
entertaining part of this movie comes
with the surprise appearance of “Mama
June” in one of Lloyd’s warped dream

sequences. The audience may as well have
saved themselves the $7 and watched an
episode of Here Comes Honey 800-800
at home —that
would most likely provide
10 times the humor and wit in a quarter
of the time.
If that was not enough, Dumb and
Dumber To is incredibly degrading toward
women. Constantly viewed as sexual obj ects, women take the brunt of the majority
of the movie’s unfunny punchlines, and
at one point, even the idea of a female
doctor is scoffed at. While they may have
mistakenly thought that such misogynistic
and offensive ideas were acceptable in
1994, the Farrelly brothers have forgotten
that they have absolutely no place in the
21st century.
Dumb andDumber To displays all that
is wrong with comedy today. It condones
needless vulgarity, sexism, and unsophisticated thought, and in watching it, one
can almost feel his or her brain cells being
killed off, one by one. From beginning to
end, the movie is inappropriate and distasteful and—considering it is the work
of two almost-60-year-olds—altogether
repulsive. We can only hope that the Farrelly brothers have outgrown this stunted
adolescence and have no plans to create
a “Dumb and Dumber Tree” With two
Dumb and Dumbers under our belts, I
think we’ve suffered enough. ¦

‘Beyond the Lights’ shines with new cast
By Crystal

Chon

“The feels” are truly felt in the dramatic film Beyond the Lights, written
and directed by Gina Prince-Bythewood.
This film tells the story of a young female singer Noni (Gugu Mbatha-Raw)
and a politically ambitious officer Kaz
(Nate Parker) who are both battling with
the pressures of societal expectations
and finding who
BEYOND THE LIGHTS
they are
Gina Prince-Bythewood
and truly

ikiri:ic&

considering this is only her second movthis her breakout role. Her few musical numbers were
beautifully sung, not only in pitch and
melody, but also in emotion and expression—there was an authenticity to them
that was both gripping and exhibited
sheer talent. Her performance was utterly convincing and fully depicted her
hard work. This role obviously pushed
her out of her comfort zone, but it was
done so in a way that revealed passion
and eloquence throughout the film.
While at first glance this film may
not seem relatable in the literal sense
of super-stardom, at a closer look, the
relatability is rooted in the relationships portrayed and the issues that the
characters dealt with, such as societal
pressures and questions of identity.
Director Prince-Bythewood produced
an engaging, empathetic product in
Beyond the Lights, and it is something
that the audience members can respond
and react to in a real way when it comes
to living out their own lives.
Aside from the main relationship
between Mbatha-Raw and Parker’s
characters, there is also significance
ie, many are considering

For The Heights

want to

be. Beyond the Lights is truly as absorbing as it
is heartwrenching, thought-provoking,
and at times provocative—ultimately,
it keeps the audience captivated for the
whole 116 minutes.
Although the cast did not hold any
A-list actors or actresses, the characters
fit right into their roles and create a
truly convincing story and performance
that cannot be imagined with any
other faces. Mbatha-Raw in particular
received high praise from critics —and
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. GRAYMOUNTAIN

John Grisham
2. THE BURNING ROOM
Michael Connelly
3. PRINCE LESTAT
Anne Rice
4. LEAVING TIME
Jodi Picoult
5. THE SLOW REGARD OF
SILENT THINGS
Patrick Rothfuss

6. EDGE OF ETERNITY
Ken Follett
7. HAVANA STORM
Clive and Dirk Cussler
8. ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT
SEE
Anthony Doerr
9. LILA
Marilynne Robinson
10. DEADLINE
John Sandford
SOURCE: New York Times

of characters and powerful themes

in the relationship between child and
parent. The struggle that Noni and Kaz
undergo to find themselves can in many
ways be attributed to such demanding
are both expected
relationships—they
to maintain a certain image and identity for the sake of acceptance by their
parents. Formulating such ambitions
for their children, both Noni and Kaz
are faced with opposition from all sides,
and their ability to be together becomes
more difficult, despite their changing
feelings toward each other.
The female celebrities within the film
are portrayed with a sense ofrealness, in
contrast to the over-sexualizing women
in today’s society. With this being a
main struggle for Noni to overcome,
Beyond the Lights deserves applause for
its attempt to combat such unrealistic
ideas and images and expose the harsh
effects that it can have—physically,
mentally, and emotionally.
Beyond the Lights does follow a love
story amid the turbulence that is Noni’s
life, but one that helps her grow and
appreciate herself. It begins with an
officer saving her life—first physically,
then in all ways after. Together, Noni
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Prince-Bythewood's dramaexposes the raw story of a celebrity struggling to find her identity.
and Kaz follow a path of exploration and
discovery, with a fresh take on love and
romance (aside from a few subtle cliches
hinted at throughout the movie—which
is not always a bad thing). Ultimately, it
does what a drama does best—it makes
the audience wrestle with its emotions

as it seems all at once endearing, sweet,
frustrating, and disheartening. In the
end, though, as certain conflicts resolve
and other issues are dealt with, it leaves
audience members with a satisfied, content feeling—a mentality of, “maybe the
world isn’t such a bad place after all.” ¦
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BC play confronts social
idea of the ‘good body’
The Good Body, from A8
Ensler’s case, she cites her stomach as her
biggest obstacle to achieving “goodness.”
The play moves from Ensler’s personal
struggle with negative body image to larger
conversations with women who nip, tuck,
and tighten parts of their body to be considered beautiful.
“Everywhere the women I meet hate
one part of their body and dedicate their
lives to fixing it,” says Eve (Sophie Heath,
A&S T 8) as she embarks on a journey
towards body acceptance, framing crosscultural experience with autobiographical
details. In a clash of culture, nationality,
age, and race, Eve uncovers body shame
and self-criticism in the most unlikely of
places.
Bernice (Marwa Eltahir, A&S T7), a
teenage fat camp attendee, bemoans the
plight of overweight women who have
to work harder than thin women to keep
men. Meanwhile, Carmen (Isabel Guillen,
A&S T5), is a Puerto Rican woman from
Brooklyn who believes people “take up
residency in your body parts” and cites her
mother as the source of her body shame, as
she only lost the weight when her mother
died. Even Nina (Samantha Costanzo, A&S
T5), an Italian woman whose thin body is
coveted by Eve, explains that only breast
reduction surgery gave her the freedom
to run and play as she used to.
From Botox injections to women in
burqas, Ensler uncovers that although

these women may not share a language
or a country, the common thread among
them is their fixation on improving their
bodies. In her journey, Eve encounters

supermodel Isabella Rossellini (Sydney Sabean, A&S T6) who was fired by Lancome
at the age of40, and women in Afghanistan
living under the threat of the Taliban, willing to risk their lives for the taste of ice
cream. In doing so, she gradually moves
towards body acceptance by stepping off
the treadmill.
The diversity of the women in Ensler’s
play shows that negative body image and
struggling to meet the beauty standard
is cross-cultural —most women can find
fault in one body part that they wish to
perfect. While encouraging women to
celebrate their flaws and their “roundness,”
Ensler contests the belief that being “good”
is being beautiful. Rather than telling a
woman she “deserves” to feel pretty, her
value should not be correlated with her
appearance.
The theme of the play rests on its first
question: “What is the ‘Good Body?’” From
the breadth of Ensler’s experiences with
women of all different shapes and sizes, the
performance culminates with the assertion
that there is not one true “good body” but
that all bodies are inherently good.
“Maybe being good isn’t about getting rid of anything,” she says. “Maybe
being good is about learning to live in the
mess, in the frailties, in the flaws, in the
failures.” ¦

JOHN WILEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Women’s Center brought the voices of women from all over the world to Devlin 008 with ‘The Good Body’ on Friday night.

Why mostfilm
adaptations of
books fallflat
Hunger Games, from A8

EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Ben Halter, A&S 16, (left) and Jenna Postiglione, A&S 17, (right) were two of the Fleabaggers featured in the improv comedy group’s Big Show in O’Connell this past weekend.

Improv fans ‘flea’ to O’Connell for weekend of laughs
Fleabag, from A8
being given two letters, to reenacting
the “boring” escapades of an adorable
volunteer, Joey, the ensemble strutted its
showmanship and spontaneity.
Most games were formed by a word
given by the audience, responding to
a prompt given by a Fleabagger. While
some games quickly expanded past the
topic the audience proposed, some of
the show’s most successful jokes formed
from the performers’ more random

tangents. The crowd’s contributions
showcased the spontaneous nature
of My Mother’s Fleabag, exciting the
audience.
While the rather exclusive tag-team
shone brightly as a collective unit, several members were on-point with their
game and left the audience gasping
for air. Matt Hession, CSOM T6, gave
one of the evening’s strongest performances with his outrageous comebacks.
Meanwhile, Alex Dzialo, co-director of
Fleabag and A&S ’l5, was one of the

more inspired members of the cast.
He successfully acted out phrases like,
“spinning in a mall with Phil Collins”
and offered a spirited defense of men’s

short shorts. Fleabaggers Jenna Postiglione and Amanda Hoffman, both
A&S ’l7, brought energy to the overall
performance. The group exemplified its
chemistry with its closer, “The Opera,”
which both celebrated and parodied
glam-rock and facets of Boston College’s
culture.
From skits like “The Jerry Springer

Show: Who’s the Real Founding Father?” to innovative improv games like
“Pan-Left, Pan-Right,” My Mother’s
Fleabag showcased its comedic grace
and timing in this weekend’s BIG Fall
Show. The crowds that squeezed into
O’Connell House Friday and Saturday
night were treated to an impressive
assortment of skits and improv scenes
that expanded upon and complemented
the audience’s volunteers and left the
attendees teeming with impatience for
more hilarity. ¦

book, there are aspects and details
that can only be seen by the writer.
While I admit to being a member
of the “books are always better than
the movies” camp, that does not mean
that I do not also enjoy the movies based off the novels. They are in
many ways engaging, exciting, and
usually worth the $lO to watch them
in theaters. Emphasizing the separation of my own ideas about a novel
with the directors’ ideas that I see on
screen is important. My own exact
ideas and imagination for a novel can
never be truly brought to life exactly
as I see it. What I see in my head is
my own individual take—something
that is truly specific to me. I gain a
power from reading books that cannot
be produced by anything else. This
power lies in the words and precise
connection that everyone makes, but
in different ways. Although I am as
excited as any other person to see the
third Hunger Games film, appreciating
the books and the writer should come
first —we should come to terms with
the idea that the novel has something
that a movie will not ever seem to
grasp.

Crystal Chon is a contributorfor The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

University Chorale fills Trinity Chapel with sounds of Mozart
Chorale, from A8
“Missa Brevis in C Major,” before moving to
a substantial rendition of Mozart’s Requiem.

The Chamber Singers—a group of 20 students
within the University Chorale—performed
the short MAsa Brevis before the whole group
joined forces for the final and much longer

Requiem.

CLARE KIM

/

HEIGHTS STAFF

Over 100 Chorale singers gathered in Trinity Chapel on Friday, adding a powerful, ghostly sound to classic choral arrangements.

It all came together well, the University
Chorale’s extended “so long” to fall. Death
was the theme—the end of fall accompanied
by one of the last pieces Mozart ever wrote, a
requiem he in fact couldn’t finish before his
death. As cliche as it may sound, the concert
may havedwelled on impending death, but did
so through a host of voices moving together
in the usually somber chapel.
The Requiem has both a compelling backstory and dramatic form. “What I find most
interesting about the Requiem is that Mozart
didn’t finish the piece,” said Chorale Social
Director Ellie Tanji, A&S T 5. “He died before
he could finish it, and it’s a funeral mass, so it’s
really cool to be able to, as we’re singing, know
what parts Mozart wrote, and what parts his
protege finished. It’s really challenging.”
One of the Requiem’s defining qualities
was varying volume and expressivetone. “It’s
really loud, almost in your face,” said Chorale
President Jose Magraner, A&S 'ls. “There are
some points when it’s really sweet, and then
it just goes [clap] straight back to big huge
chorus. It’s a really interesting back and forth,

give and take that Mozart wrote.”
Friday’s show was dynamic, filled with
explosions ofpassion and strokes of intensity,
adding a surreal character to Trinity Chapel.
Another defining characteristic of the
performance was the “battle” between the
male and female voices throughout—the male
voices would come thundering in before the
female voices sweep in and out. The back and
forth between these voices is what kept the
audience engaged for the hour-long concert.
“It’s kind of like a tug of war, but you
both want to win,” Magraner said. “There’s
a bit of push and pull here and there, trying to be really loud, and then pulling back
to let the other half get their time in the
spotlight.”
After a while, Mozart’s Requiem took
on a dream-like quality. It grew to more
than a song —and that’s probably, in part,
because it’s just short of an hour long—but
it goes back to its dream-like quality. There
reaches a point during Mozart’s Requiem
when you can’t tell how long you’ve actually been sitting there, listening to these
voices glide delicately around each other.
And then, all of a sudden, it’s over.
The feel of over 100 voices singing the
Requiem had a primal quality to it.
“It feels like you turn into one big motion,” Magraner said. “People are singing
other notes, but when it comes all together,
it feels like it’s one movement. It’s unlike
anything else —I don’t know—it’s good.” ¦
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The Finer Things

An O’Connell
house of horrors

Ariana Igneri
It was 9:30 p.m. on Saturday night—somewhere around 35 degrees. Iwalked
briskly past Mac, hopped across Coßo,
and bolted up the stairs to Upper faster
than I ever had when I lived there as a
freshman. With the November air grating the inside of my lungs, I stumbled
into the O’Connell House out of breath,
only to find what I knew I would but
hoped I wouldn’t.
A growing congregation of freezing
and upset BC students stood outside of
the packed house waiting, pointlessly, to
be let into the building for the final performance of My Mother’s Fleabag’s Fall Big
Show. The cop at the door didn’t have to
say a thing. There was no more room, and
there was no way he wouldbreak the strict
capacity limit.
Students began to turn away, disgruntled, hypothesizing about how early would
have been early enough, making sarcastic
comments about going to see Hello
Shovelhead!, and deliberating whether
they should find a party to crash or just
get mozz sticks at Late Night instead.
Fleabag sold out three of its four
un-ticketed shows this weekend at the
O’Connell House—the first one, at 7 p.m.
on Friday evening, had space for only
six extra people. The others left dozens
stranded outside of the venue. Those
who were lucky to see the improv troupe
arrived anywhere from 45 minutes to an
hour before show time to be assured seats.
Gaining admission to Fleabag’s Big
Show performances each semester is
notoriously difficult. It’s so hard it’s almost
funny (until you find yourselfwalking back
down to Lower, trying to make jokes about
the situation that inevitably fall flat). It’s
not the kind of thing you decide to check
out on a whim—you
have to plan to go,
and you have to plan to go early.
Demand from the student body has
been so high to see the group that it
actually added the fourth show in the past
couple of years to adjust to the growing
crowds. Even that, though, hasn’t been
enough to match Fleabag’s popularity.
This fall, Fleabag was approved to have
142 people in the O’Connell House per
show. That’s not a huge number —especially when you consider how many students
would have been there, had they been
allowed inside. Although the group has
been encouraged by the Office of Student
Involvement to solve the capacity problem
by switching to a larger venue, Fleabag is
understandably hesitant to do so.
Founded in 1980, Fleabag is the oldest
collegiate improv troupe in the country,
and it doesn’t take that distinction lightly.
Tradition is at the root of the group’s
character—its red and white baseball
t-shirts, its routines and sketches, and, of
course, the O’Connell House are just a few
of the components that every Fleabagger
from famous alumni like Amy Poehler, BC
’93, to this year’s graduating seniors have
come to love aboutthe group.
When you think about it that way, it’s
hard to even wish that Fleabag give up
its current venue for more seats. It’d be
like asking the group to give up a part of
itself. Sure, it’d be nice to fit 304 people
in Devlin 008, for just one show, but
then, it wouldn’t quite be a Fleabag show.
Tradition may not be accommodating, but it’s important—ask any Fleabag
member or fan.
The O’Connell House is Fleabag’s
home, and it’s welcomed us to share it.
The group has opened its doors countless times over the past 34 years, promising its guests a free show and a good
time everytime they visit, and while it
probably would love to host as many
fans as possible, that’s not in its power.
That’s the University’s decision. It’s not
fair to be frustrated with Fleabag—no
matter how disappointing it is to be
turned awayfrom one of its shows in the
dead of winter. The O’Connell House
may be Fleabag’s house, but it’s not the
one making rules.
...

Ariana Igneri is the Assoc. Arts d> Review Editorfor The Heights. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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As the culminating event of Love Your Body Week, The Women’s Center presented ‘The Good Body/ a play written by ‘Vagina Monologues’ author Eve Ensler.

LIVING IN THE GOOD BODY
By

Summer Lin

Heights Staff
Pick up any “women’s interest” magazine and flip
through any of its glossy contents —pages will be
embossed with “10 Tricks for a Flatter Belly” and “5
Foods that Wreck Havoc on Your Skin.” Alongside
such adverts are articles urging its readership to “Love
Your Curves” and “Embrace Your Inner Beauty.”
The Good Body, a play by Eve Ensler (author of
The Vagina Monologues) questions this paradox of
womanhood. Through humor and wit, the play brings

her “less-than-flat, post-40s stomach.”
“What I can’t believe is that me, a radical feminist
for nearly 30 years, could spend this much time thinking about my stomach,” says Ensler (Haein Kang, A&S
’l6, reciting Ensler’s work). In one ofthe opening lines
of the play, Ensler sets the stage for preoccupation
with “the goodbody.” She explains that from growing
up in the 1950s to today, definitions of whatit means
to be “good” has changed over time but the expectation that all women should be “good” has not. In

issues ofbody image to new light. Directed by Samantha Gordon, LGSOE T6, this year’s BC production of
The Good Body—presented by the Women’s Center—
featured a series of Ensler’s monologues performedby
14 of Boston College’s female students. The realism
and personal struggle of Ensler’s writing, as well as the
strong performances by the cast members, brought
life and poignancy to the staged reading.
The monologues themselves arose from discussions with women of diverse backgrounds, charting
issues with self-image transcending borders and
cultures. The Good Body focuses on Eve’s battle with

See ‘The Good Body,’ A7

Big crowds pack O’Connell House for Fleabag’s Fall Big Shows
Chris Fuller
Heights

Staff

This weekend the O’Connell House

opened its doors to anyone lucky enough
to nab a seat to come and see the Big
Fall Show from BC improv group My
Mother’s Fleabag. The tight-knit, sidesplitting ensemble—celebrating 35 years
of laughs and whimsical wit —rolled out
onto the stage ready for anything to be
thrown at them.
Performing a variety of prewritten
skits and a multitude of dynamic improv
games, almost all brought to fruition by
roaring crowds, My Mother’s Fleabag

flaunted their impromptu and timing
skills. With countless quips, My Mother’s
Fleabag invited audiences to join them
for a night filled with mystery, vitality,
and laughter that rang beautifully off the
rafters and walls of O’Connell House.
Although O’Connell House lacked
the space and seating to accommodate
the masses that came to see the improv
group, it provided the cozy, playful atmosphere My Mother’s Fleabag thrives. Half
an hour before the show commenced,

O’Connell House

was

already filled

to

droves of students still
capacity—with
trying to filter in after that. The group’s
petit stage, flanked by the crowd and

reared by a rigid yet sleek staircase,
allowed for an intimate atmosphere
between comedians and crowds.
Members of the troupe, leading
different games from the group’s
impressive repertoire, were able £
to interact with audience volun- YY
teers. O’Connell House,
the traditional venue of
My Mother’s Fleabag’s IV
shows, appropriately mm
promoted the team’s V \ VfnAjS
interactive flow and I
\

aura.

The most outstand- \
ing quality of this week-

~¦<£"

end’s shows was the reactivity between
the audience and the performers. All
around the room, the air was electrie, the crowd was on the edge
of their seats in anticipation of
what the next piece would be or
K the possibilities of what could
Ia performer could think of on a
second’s notice. From forming
T
hilarious titles and explanations for films like “Great
Lumberjacks” with the tag
I “They’re not mediocre,
V look at that tree!” after only
,

See Fleabag, A7
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Fans ‘Hunger’ for more with
motion picture adaptations
Crystal

The University Chorale of Boston College hosted its annual fall concert in TrinityChapel

Requiem on Newton: Chorale
brings Mozart to Trinity
Ryan Dowd

was a chance to see your friends dressed up

Heights Staff

in their bestformal black garb.
A little after 8 p.m., the University Chorale,
a group of more than 100 students, stepped
behind where the altar usually stands in the
Trinity Chapel in Newton and belted their
waythrough an hour-and-a-halfperformance,
accompanied by professional soloists Jean
Danton, Shannon Lebron, Michael Calmes,
and Garret Murphy. Calmes’ tenor was particularly impressive.
Chorale performed a short Mozart piece,

Winter may, in fact, be coming, but for
at least one more night, fall was very much

alive.
The University Chorale’s Fall Concert felt
like church. Maybe it’s because it was held in a
church—the Trinity Chapel. The two liturgical
Mozart pieces certainly added to the effect.
Maybe it was the presence of well-dressed
adults. Probably a combination of all three
and other elements hidden from evena trained
observer. And, like church, the Fall Concert

INSIDE ARTS
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See Chorale, A7

‘Dumb and Dumber To’
There’s nothing smart about the new ‘Dumb
and Dumber’ sequel, starring Jim Carrey, A6

‘

Chon

With the impending release of
Hunger Games: Mockingjay Pt. 1, this
on-screen phenomenon will once
again shoot its way into fans’ hearts,
bringing another beloved novel to
life. Such popularized novel-turnedmovies continue to dominate the film
scene. Titles such as The Maze Runner
and Divergent are the most recent,
but we have seen crazed hype in the
past with fans who label themselves
as “Twi-Hards” and “Potter-Heads”
in concurrence to Twilight and Harry
Potter, respectively. Such highly anticipated movies have made quite the
dent in the box office over the years.
People line up outside of theaters,
shiver in the cold, and camp out overnight—ultimately to show their love
and loyalty for the movies. They are
making a stand as die-hard fans.
With these huge, worldwide fan
bases that migrate from a love for the
novel to a love for the movie, to what
can we attribute such actions? It truly
does stem from an engaging, gripping
story written by an author who had a
vision. While the movie does let one’s
imagination come to life, the novel
builds an ongoing relationship with
the characters—the kind of empathy

Rosewater
’

Comedian Jon Stewart gets serious with his
directorial debut, ‘Rosewater,’ A6

that cannot be created from just a few
hours of moving pictures. This is not
to say that these novel-based movies are not well made. Many times,
the portrayal of a scene, character, or
make-believe land is utterly stunning,
and such motion picture creation
deserves recognition. There should
be an understanding of from where
the core of the story comes, though.
One must remember the original story
and source before glorifying, say, the
celebrities who play characters —it is
important for fans to stay true to the
book that started it all.
While I do understand that creating a movie and creating a novel are
separate things, a close relationship
between the author and director is
necessary. Input from the author is
important on decisions such as casting, scene selection, and ultimately,
the overall take on the movie. I believe
that the success of the Harry Potter
series can be attributed to the author’s
involvement, with J.K. Rowling taking
an active role in the movie-making
process. She made decisions based
off of what she imagined and saw in
her head in creating this land from
scratch. This being said, no matter
how intently another might read the

See ‘Hunger Games,’ A7

Weekend Box Office Report
Hardcover Bestsellers
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The Hater’s
Guide: one
last volume
Connor Mellas
“Sadusky, I’m still not against you.
But Ifound door No. 3, and I’m taking it.
[Jumps into the Hudson River]” Nicholas Cage, National Treasure
Nick Cage, Jameis Winston: A brilliant man masquerading as a thief, and a
brilliant thief masquerading as a college
quarterback. What do they have in
common? Absolutely nothing.
Welcome to the Hater’s Guide
Volume III: The Bandwagon Fan’s Guide
To Hoping The Most Hated Team In
America Loses To Boston College This
Weekend; As Narrated By Nick Cage
As Ben Gates. Alternately titled: This Is
What A BC English And Communication Double Major Gets You: Critical
Thinking, My Ass. Sorry, Mom, hope
my sister pans out.
They say the third one’s the toughest
to pull off. Twice now, I’ve taken a break
from my usual #sprots fearmongering and slandering to bring you these
guides—l protected you from electrocution and taught you about the World
Cup, then I returned to warn you about
the dangers of snakes and prepare you
for the school year. Now it’s time for
one final, significantly less enjoyable
run at it. Through an ongoing campaign
of wins, coverups, collusion, New York
Times- bashing, general idiocy, and specific stupidity, FSU’s become the most
despised football program in the country. So without further delay, here are
some quick hits to help you get behind
the Eagles—take it away, Nick.
“[Walking out] Stop talking. Start
the van!’
The name’s Murphy, Tyler Murphy.
If I had a dollar for every positive tweet
or glowing line I’ve written about BC’s
graduate quarterback over the last two
months, I would have gone to Vegas,
made a few hundred dollars on the
blackjack table, convinced myself God
was on my side, lost it all in hours, and
wound up beaten to a pulp, staring at
the ocean through a pinhole in a cargo
container bound for Chile. Luckily,
though, I don’t get paid, and neither
does Murphy (cough, cough
Jameis),
because I want to be north of the equator for the last games of his college
career. If we take his four-pick Louisville game as an anomaly—and even
if we don’t—Murphy
unquestionably
remains BC’s best player. Murphy leads
the nation in rushing yards among quarterbacks and is 27th overall, but it’s the
way he runs that makes him so purely
enjoyable to watch. Like a Gumby
sent to from hell to torture hulking
defensive backs, Murphy possesses the
fifth-dimensional power to move in
four-to-six directions at once and make
everyone—cameramen, linebackers,
oddsmakers—miss.
Cut off his arms
and give him two more feet—he’d only
get better. Louisville was the low point,
that’s for sure, but the Seminoles still
look ripe for the picking, and Murphy
isn’t done yet.
“We don’t need someone crazy. But
one step short of crazy, what do you get?”
Assuming the atmospheric conditions were adequate, if Jon Gruden
crashed a flaming 18-wheeler filled with
bowling balls and nails into the cardiac
unit of a hospital while an AC/DC cover
band blasted on the radio, you could
synthesize another Steve Addazio.
Other than that, BC’s head coach is
the special type of half-man, half-Vine
caricature that comes around once every blue moon. Watching Addazio lose
his mind on the sideline, annunciate
arbitrary phrases, slam press conference
tables, and occasionally stare through
-

EMILY FAHEY

After a promising first half, BC fell to pieces against
By

Austin Tedesco

five. They held UMass to 27 percent shooting
from the field. But they only had an 8-point

Heights Editor
“Forty minutes of hell! Forty MINUTES
OF HELLLL!”
Late in the second half of a 71-62 victory

over Boston College, pockets of UMass fans

started screaming the message that had flashed
across the TD Garden screen during their
team’s hype video. Despite their enthusiasm,
it wasn’t accurate.
UMass waited until the second half to
unleash nearly 20 minutes of pure hell on BC.
It was all the Minutemen needed. BC had ridden strong, solid defense and smart offense
through Olivier Hanlan to a 32-24 halftime
lead. Nearly every important statistic was
working in BC’s favor. The Eagles held an
18-6 advantage inside, double-teaming Cady
Lalanne and forcing him to give up the ball.
They had 14 points off turnovers to UMass’

lead to show for it.
“In the first half, defensively, we couldn’t
have played any better against a really good
offensive team,” said BC head coach Jim
Christian.
Christian said he and his team were disappointed in the slim margin, but they didn’t
show it when they got back on the court.
Sophomore forward Will Magarity started
ahead of Eddie Odio in the second half. On
BC’s first possession he lazily swung the ball
to Hanlan at the top of the key and UMass’
Derrick Gordon intercepted it on the way to
an easy layup. Trey Davis stole Aaron Brown’s
inbound pass seconds later and, even though
BC still had a 4-point lead, the game was effectively over. You could sense it.
“We have to understand that there’s two
halves,” Christian said. “When you play good

/
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UMass

teams they’re going to ratchet it up. That’s

where our team hasn’t figured that out yet.
We have to take our game to another level.
More poise, more composure. Stay with the
same things that you did defensively, and we
just broke down in the second half. We let a
couple plays deflate us.”
UMass trapped harder—slapping the floor
center Cady
during big scoring runs—and
Lalanne shut down BC’s attempts at the rim
even when the Eagles broke through the press,
but Christian and Hanlan both put the blame
on their own team.
“I think guys were just less focused,” Hanlan said. “I feel like in the first half guys were
locked into specific things they had to do off
of the press. We were getting easy looks and
the offense was flowing, but in the second half
guys got tired and we started making more

See Basketball, B3

Christian should focus on locking down local recruits
Jack Stedman
His team down one, Shabazz Napier
gets the ball at the free throw line with
a second left and manages to get the
shot off with 0.3 on the clock. The
ball—hanging in the air for what seems
like eternity—rattles around the rim and
falls through the net. And the Conte
Forum crowd goes wild.
Except Napier was playing for
UConn, not the Eagles, when he beat
the Florida Gators on their home court,
1,210 miles awayfrom Conte Forum.
Napier lived close to Boston College—s.s miles to be exact —while
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growing up in Roxbury, Mass. He then

college sports culture. It pales in com-

went on to play for nearby Charlestown

parison to the

High School and Lawrence Academy in
Groton, Mass. Yet for his college career,
he was lightyears away from BC hoops.
Let’s be real for a second. Would
a player of Napier’s caliber ever have
chosen a team like BC? Probably not. For
someone with the skill to carry a team
to a NCAA title and then get drafted in
the first round, playing for anyone but
an elite college program was never likely.
After all, BC has only produced four
first-round picks in the last 14 years. But
to get back to where they used to be, the
Eagles are going to need some of these
players, and soon.
After the recent National Signing
Day, one thing is clear: Jim Christian and
BC should corner the market on local

south and the heart of ACC basketball
in North Carolina. In terms of college
hoops, UConn is the only major player.
Providence and UMass have had recent
success, while URI was strong in the
’9os, but much like BC, they all have
been inconsistent.
So before BC hoops starts thinking
about getting back to the Sweet Sixteen,
it needs to reassert its dominance in
New England and the northeast. The
first step in doing so is making itself into
a school that every local player dreams
of playing for and then securing their
signatures everyfall.
A quick look at ESPN’s Top 100
Recruits for 2015 highlights the need
for a revamped recruiting system. Six
players are from New England, and all
of them received offersfrom BC, but

recruits.

New England is not known for its

Women’s Hockey: A UNH Massacre
The Eagles outscored the Wildcats 15-0 in a
home-and-home weekend series
B2

none are playing here next year. No. 25

hotbed of football in the

TU / TD: Famous freakin Jameis
Women’s hockey makes us happy. Sonny Milano continues to haunt our nightmares B

Jalen Adams is from Roxbury and signed
with UConn (sounds all too familiar).
Two players from Connecticut are going
to Louisville and UConn (I’ll concede
there). The remaining three are from
Massachusetts. Two are going to Stanford and FSU (not exactly powerhouses),
while the last one is the most frustrating.
No. 91 Aaron Falzon is from Newton,
but ultimately ended up at Northwestern after BC rolled the dice on other
prospects. Like Napier, so close, yet so
far away.
The fact that URI and Providence
have top-100 freshmen on their roster
shows just how far BC has fallen.
In becoming the head coach at
BC, Christian has taken control of a
program that has been spiraling downSee Column, B3
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Eagles dominate

THUMBS
UP J

By

Arthur Bailin

as they had faced the Wildcats earlier in

With a little less than three minutes
to go in the Boston College women’s ice

BACK ON TOP It’s good for the ACC to
have the defending National Cham-

pion remain undefeated. Also it’s
good for the ACC and Florida State to

have the defending Heisman Trophy
winner not be suspended for general
assholery, so there you have it. And
now BC gets a shot at the top dog,
which is a great measuring stick for
head coach Steve Addazio’s Eagles as
they move forward in this rebuilding
process.
MEMORY LOSS

-

Men’s hockey lost four

in a row. Settle down. If BU didn’t get

UNH in two-game, 15-0 series rout

a degree of familiarity for these Eagles,

Heights Staff

hockey game against the University of
New Hampshire, the Wildcats went on a
5-on-3 after Haley Skarupa drew a major
penalty for kneeing and Lexi Bender got
sent to the box for tripping. Evenwith two
more players on the ice, UNH could not
stop the BC attack, letting Megan Keller
generate separation in the offensive zone.
Keller would score a shorthanded goal
on the play.
Such was life for the Wildcats as they
fell victim to an Eagles team that was
comparable to an unstoppable force. The
Eagles swept the Wildcats in the homeand-home series, taking the first game
with a blow out score of 10-0, and the
second game with a closer score of 5-0.
The series marked the first game with
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the season, defeating UNH 4-0 in Durham, N.H.
BC was also a beneficiary of an internal

phenomenon—that is, a complete team.
Between Kaliya Johnson returning from
injury and the Four Nations tournament
players returning to Chestnut Hill, the
Eagles were able to practice with the
whole team present for the first time all
season.

“It was just nice to have everyone gelling together, and getting back into their
lines, and getting back into figuring out
what’s going to work for us,” head coach
Katie King Crowley said.
With those players back and gelling,
the Eagles struck early—just
19 seconds
into the game —when
Alex Carpenternetted her 10th goal of the season. It was
all downhill from there for the Wildcats
who, despite having Vlima Vaatovaara

make 26 saves in two periods of play, could
not get the BC attack to slow down, let
alone get the puck deep into the Eagles’
defensive zone.
With the Saturday game under BC’s
belt, observers of the Eagles might have
been expecting another blowout when BC
made its way up 1-95 to the Whittemore
Center. Yet, when the puck drop occurred,
a different game would come about.
Despite Skarupa putting BC in control
and sending the Eagles into the locker
room with a one-goal lead, UNH looked
a lot stronger than the previous day. The
Wildcats were able to establish a strong
forecheck, and though they let up 11
shots on goal, theyplayed a much strongerdefensive game than they had the previous game.
One area in which the Wildcats were
able to establish themselves defensively
was on the penalty kill. In the first period,
the Wildcats drew two penalties. Yet, a po-

tent BC power play couldn’t get anything

going, only getting one shot on goal on
two power plays.

The second period brought a stronger
Eagles power play, with Skarupa netting
her second of the game on a power play
midway through the second. Even with
better offense on the power play, UNH
still was able to disrupt the Eagles with a
strong forecheck.
After Carpenter added to the goal tally,

the third period brought an onslaught
by the UNH offense, which outshot the
Eagles 11-7.
At this point, Katie Burt, who had
largely gone untested throughout the
weekend, shone. Ending the day with 18
saves, Burt was able to preserve her shutout, despite the Wildcats getting pucks
on net. The Eagles were able to post two
more goals to the tally and would win
their ninth straight to improve to 11-0-1
on the season. ¦

a tip in and two other behind-thenet goals, then no one would even
know BC was struggling. Jerry York
will have this team in the top five by
March, because that’s what he does.
Four losses in November don’t change
that. Neither does a win at Michigan
State. Hockey is weird. Things happen.
That’s almost as steadfast a rule as
York winning Beanpots and making
Frozen Fours.

GUARDIN’ ‘EM- The basketball team
held a team to 50 points. That team
was UNH, but BC had the 298th
defense in Division I last year. We’ll
take it.
BEING UNDEFEATED- Shout-out to
women’s hockey for not losing yet. As
noted, that’s hard to do in hockey.

make it so easy to root against you.
And yet, even when it looks like you
may finally sink down to the depths of
irrelevancy, Dalvin Cook rises to save
you once again. We hope that pointshaving scandal allegation is true.
NO MORE STEVE- Conte Forum was
nearly as empty as ever, but it just
didn’t feel the same without Steve’s

ear-splitting whistling echoing endlessly, mixing with “Turn Down For
What” blaring over the sound system
as the basketball team slowly spiraled
into oblivion. We miss you, Steve.
SONNYMILANO- For real though, he’d be
nice right now. There’s only so many
times these eyes can take Quinn Smith

bungling a pass in theslot. Or Brendan
Silk misfiring that pass in the first
place. Would Plymouth, Mich, even
exist without a major junior team?
Why would anyone want to live there?
We’re still in the bargaining phase, if
you couldn’t tell.

Sinhort
Sport
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start, where BC won the first set 25-22,
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The Boston College volleyball team
traveled to Atlanta, Ga. and then to
Syracuse, N.Y. this weekend, coming
away with one win from its two ACC
games. The trip along the East Coast
began with a 3-2 set loss to Georgia
Tech on Friday, and ended with a 3-1
set win versus Syracuse on Sunday
afternoon.
Against Georgia Tech, the Eagles
found themselves leading the Yellow
Jackets two sets to one, but could not
manage to see out the game. Numerous
mistakes and strong momentum from
Georgia Tech meant that BC lost the last
two sets 25-15 and then 15-12.
This came after an initially strong

By

Jameis. You

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@HeightsSports

By

John Pugh
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Despite the recent four-game losing
streak, the Boston College men’s hockey
team was able to hold onto an early
lead to defeat
2
Michigan State
the Michigan
Boston College
3
State Spartans
on Friday to find its first November win
and climb back to .500.
BC tallied a quick goal early in the
first period when freshman Zach Sanford
found the back of the net for the first time
in his career at BC just 39 seconds into
the game.
The goal came after some quick pressure on Michigan State’s Jake Hildebrand
by juniorMichael Matheson and freshman
Alex Tuch. Sanford then gathered the puck
and snuck it into the Spartans’ goal.
The Eagles found success through their
offensive pressure in the first period. The
rewards of this strategy presented themselves again seven minutes shy of the first
horn, when sophomore lan McCoshen
shot a deeppuck from the blue line, which
Hildebrand was unable to control, leading
to any easy put-away poke check by fellow
sophomore Matthew Gaudreau.
Gaudreau’s goal put him at two goals in
the past two games, the first point streak
of his college career.
The puck would find its way into
each zone for the rest of the first, but

ACC Atlantic Football Standings
Team
Florida State

lost the second set 25-17, but won the
third 25-20.
The Yellow Jackets put forth a team
effort, with four players recording 10 01more kills, and a combined eight team
blocks against the hands of BC hitters.
BC outside hitter Katty Workman
racked up an impressive 17 kills and 17
digs over the course of the game and was
a huge contributor to the two sets that
the Eagles did win. Middle hitter Kam
McLain had another 11 kills and a high
hitting percentage of .320. Argentinean
international Sol Calvete had the same
amount of kills as McLain, but acquired
her double-double with 14 digs on top
of everything else. Setter Kellie Barnum
had 15 digs and 46 assists, as she also
claimed a double-double.

These four players, with the addition of libero Courtney Castle, who is
a mainstay with digs in the backcourt,
continued to shine against Syracuse. It
was Workman, though, who pulled a
season-high number of kills with 23.
She included a .315 hitting percentage
and 15 digs with those 23 kills on the
afternoon.
Barnum, who recorded 46 assists
against Georgia Tech, had some pressure lifted from her shoulders by junior
Mallori Moffat. Moffat took half of the
setting duties, and ran the offense with
17 assists to Barnum’s 25.
BC only lost the second set of this
game, 25-23, but won the other three.
The Eagles even won the fourth and
final set by a large margin at 25-15.
Despite this hefty final score line, the

first set and third set were tight affairs.
In the first set, a quick momentum
shift at point 17 helped the Eagles to
put a good amount of distance between
themselves and the Orange in order to

claim the set 25-21.
The Eagles and Orange fought closely for their 25 points in the third set as
well, as the Orange cut the BC lead to
one at 19-18. A few crucial points led
the Eagles to a 25-22 win in the third
set, though.
The Eagles have one more away
trip to Florida this upcoming weekend
before coming home for their last two
regular season games in Chestnut Hill,
Mass.

The Eagles continue their most successful season under head coach Chris
Campbell, notching six ACC wins. ¦

Four-game loss streak
ends at Michigan State

THUMBS
DOWN
FAMOUS JAMEIS- Damnit,

Eagles split weekend matches at Syracuse and GT

Conference

Overall

7-0-0

10-0

Clemson

6-2

7-3

Louisville

5-3

7-3

Boston College

3-3

6-4

NC State

2-5

6-5

Syracuse

1-5

3-7

Wake Forest

0-6

2-8

the Spartans were the only ones able to
capitalize in the waning minutes of the
first period, scoring at 17:16 after a failed
puck clearance.
Seniors Quinn Smith and Michael Sit
helpedkeep BC’s lead through the second
period. After Sit’s behind-the-goal shot
just narrowly missed the goaltender’s
back in hopes of it bouncing into the net,
Smith found an easy rebound in front of
the net, cashing it in for another BC goal.

The score remained 3-1 throughout the
second period.
After Smith’s goal, BC switched to
containment play, preserving its two-goal
lead until the midpoint of the third period
when Spartan Matt Deßlouw slid one past
Thatcher Demko to cut the lead to one.
BC held onto its lead with some close
calls near the end of the third after Hildebrand was pulled to the bench for the
extra attacker.
Demko, however, was too good for the
Michigan State players to get through.
He displayed his sorely missed talent on
Friday, having missed the Harvard game
due to a high fever.
While the game remained close
through the third period, the losing
streak-snapping victory was perhaps overshadowed by another feat. Head coach
Jerry York tied the great John “Snooks”
Kelley for most wins by a BC head coach
at 501 with the team’s victory over the
Spartans. ¦
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lan McCoshen assisted a Matt Gaudreau goal during Friday night’s win at Michigan State.

Numbers to Know

12
Games in women’s hockey’s current
unbeaten streak, leaving the Eagles
undefeated so far this year.

21
Points by Aaron Brown in the Eagles’
season opener against UNH. He led
the team in BC’s 58-50 win.

0-2
Field hockey’s postseason record, losing
to Syracuse hi the ACC tournament and
Penn State in the NCAA tournament.

Quote of the Week
“ he hardest thing to
T
do in basketball is to
continue to guard when
you don’t make shots.
So, the one positive I’m
taking away from it is
that we did that.”
Men’s basketball head
coach Jim Christian on
the team’s opener against
UNH
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Second-half struggles doomed BC in Coaches vs. Cancer game
Christian already has the ball moving
nearly as well as it did last year when

mistakes, and that led to turnovers and
easy buckets.”
Those first half statistical advantages
for BC were rendered meaningless by
the end of the game. UMass fought
its way to 49 percent shooting overall,
completely ignoring the 3-point line and
dominating BC inside and in transition.
The Minutemen finished with a 38-28
advantage inside and a 14-4 advantage
of fast breaks.
BC has four days to regroup before
it gets New Mexico in the first round of
the Puerto Rico Tip Off. Schematically,
the Eagles are fine. Former head coach
Steve Donahue spent years developing
a motion offense, but in two games,

the offense was 30th in the nation. It’s
also much simpler. There are a few cuts
and off-ball screens before Hanlan gets
put in a pick-and-roll and tries to create.
BC doesn’t need to waste its time getting
more creative than that.
Hanlan nodded his head knowingly
when he was told after the game that
the Eagles are only shooting 15 percent
from deep.
“I feel like it’s just a mentality thing,”
he said, adding that if they focus more
those shots will fall.
A crippling snowball effect lost the
Eagles this game. It wasn’t scheme. They
panicked as UMass amped up the pressure, and that rattled every defensive

1

From Basketball, B

principle that had given them an 8-point
lead. Guys started biting for shot fakes.
They started reaching and bumping ballhandlers on defense, even though the refs
were blowing their whistles like crazy.
They lost control. BC let two minutes
in purgatory turn into 20 minutes of

hell. Donahue spent four years trying to
get this program to answer when it got
punched in the mouth. Through two
games and endless emphasis, Christian
doesn’t have his guys there yet either.
“It’s a toughness thing,” Christian
said. “It’s a mental toughness thing. We
should’ve came out and played even
harder and made a statement.”
The sooner they embrace that
mentality, the sooner these wins will
come. ¦
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UConn will always pull but BC needs to step up in New England
,

1
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Like Steve Addazio, Jim Christian must attempt to build a fence around New England.

ward. The key word here is “program”:
Christian was not hired to fix a team
and immediatelyhave a winning season.
Although this would be nice, these are
secondary goals. He is here to rebuild a
program.
And to do that, you need to recruit.
That’s why he is the right man for the
job.
A1 Skinner built some really great
teams and brought in some really great
players—see: Dudley, lared—but he did
not do enough to sustain his success.

The reason for this: he did not put in
enough time during the offseason, where
seasons are won and lost.
Skinner out, Steve Donahue in. But
again, Donahue did not have what it
takes to be successful on a big-time level.
His high-class and professional style was
a great fit for the Ivy League but was not
enough in the prime time of the ACC.
Enter Christian, a jokester, a real
people person and big personality type
guy who is exactly what BC needs. He
has the skills to recruit BC’s way back
to excellence, and he has the staff, too.
Assistant coaches Scott Spinelli and

Preston Murphy both have local ties, and
Spinelli is a noted recruiter in the college
hoops world.
Local recruiting isn’t the final
answer, but it’s a start. While fans are
undoubtedly itching to see a winning
season, the revolution does not happen
overnight. The long process has begun,
and although it may seem a long way’s
away, the future is built today through
recruiting.

Jack Stedman is a staff writer for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Famous Jameis and Nicholas Cage, thieves of treasure and seafood
1

From Hater’s Guide 111, B

the great void directly at his own mortality has been a wonderful part of the
13 wins (and counting) in his first two
years at BC. For the Eagles’ sake, it’s a
good thing Will Muschamp got himself
canned before Addazio could really
build up steam and become a totally
enticing candidate.
“[Looking in mirror] Not bad’.’
Pour one out for the punter. BC’s
Matt
secret weapon, Alex Howell—the
Saracen of bad-kickers-turned-greatpunters —is averaging five boots a game
and 43 yards per punt. From drilling
kicks wide right and into the line of
scrimmage to pinning offenses deeper
than the Vredefort crater, the kids and
your grandma can get behind that heartwarming redemption story.
“Oh bad! Bad, bad, bad!”
You’ve got to respect a team that
does things the old-fashioned way. Team

dinners, family values, grit, Blockbuster
rentals—all that good stuff. That’s why
BC’s tendency to avoid complete passes
is so darn admirable—commitment
to
the pre-Teddy Roosevelt days of football
is pretty rare these days. Josh Bordner
and Dan Crimmins are leading the team
with 22 receptions on the year apiece,
but they both drop a few passes per
game to keep that gilded age spirit alive
and well. Screw the Bull Moose, man.
“So we find a way to make sure the
status quo changes in our favor”
Sherman Alston, BC’s 5-foot-6 monster of a game breaker. Roadrunner-fast,
slipperier than a greased-up dolphin,
and already obliterating ankles and
pinging team’s radars as a true freshman
with just 11 receptions and 30 carries on
the year. The kid was born to live in the
age of GIFs, and he makes Rutgers sad.
What’s not to like?
“You know, AgentSadusky, something I’ve noticed aboutfishing? It never

works out so wellfor the bait’.’
Perhaps the most compelling aspect
of this BC football team is the conspiracy theory festering at its core. To
some, Joey Launceford is a bad kicker.
To me, Launceford is a twisted genius.
For every extra point or field goal made
on an Allstate Good Hands field goal
net, Allstate donates to the school’s
scholarship fund. Does Launceford
have a kickback deal with the insurance
giant—is it dishing him half of what it
would have had to pay per PA? Writing’s
on the wall, folks.
“[Searching through his wallet] Ttiat’s
32
umm
57?”
Final score prophecy from Nicky C?
“Do you trust me?”
[Slams laptop shut, fires up National
Treasure 2.\
...

...

Connor Mellas is the Sports Editor for
The Heights. lie can be reached at
sports@bcheights.coin.
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Sherman Alston has proved to be a lightning rod for BC, dominatingwith speed and agility.
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Aaron Brown’s steady play leads Eagles in ugly first win
By

Austin Tedesco

Heights Editor
The screaming and pointing, while
forgivable, wasn’t necessary. With five
minutes left in in a double-digit game
against New
Boston College 58
Hampshire, the
New Hampshire 50
Boston College
bench jumped up and screamed, imploring Aaron Brown to look to his right. The
steady senior guard had just caught the
ball in transition, and Patrick Heckmann
was darting down the court opposite
him. BC’s bench instinctively felt compelled to give Brown a heads up that an
easy bucket—a rarity in this game —was
available. Rather than follow their orders,
Brown just turned his head and looked
at them. He was in control.
As his head moved one way, the ball
swung gracefully in the other direction,
into the hands of Heckmann, who eased
it onto the backboard and through the
net. As the Eagles logged two more
points on the way to a 58-50 victory
over UNH last Friday, first-year BC head
coach Jim Christian extended his fist and
exchanged no-look daps with Brown as
the reliable newcomer trotted back down
the court on defense.
How disastrous could Christian’s
opening night in Chestnut Hill have been
without the Southern Miss, transfer?
Christian brushed off the thought after
the game —he
complimented Brown’s
maturity and reliability, but focused
instead on all of the areas in which this
team needs to improve before facing a
talented UMass squad yesterday at TD
Garden.
BC’s offense was a combination of
out-of-sync movements and poorly executed shots. It was especially bad in the
first half, when BC shot 25 percent from
the field and 18 percent from distance.
Brown’s 10 points were pretty much the
only bright spot. The Eagles couldn’t
convert from the field until seven and a
half minutes into the game when Brown
scored on a layup offa dirty, in-and-out

ARTHUR BAIUN

[Brown] was forcing it
sometimes. It was just not flowing.”

transition move.

it sometimes. AB

“He’s mature,” Christian said. “His
leadership was big during that stretch.
That’s whathe is. He’s a mature guy who’s
played a lot of games.”
Star guard Olivier Hanlan needed 19
minutes to finally convert a field goal. He
was aggressive, and he contributed from
the line, but as hard as Hanlan tried, he
just couldn’t get that first ball through
the rim. Brown saved him, his new team,
and his new coach until Hanlan finally
took the lid off the hoop with a drive to
the rim.
“Most of those shots go in for me,”
Hanlan said. “Everybody misses shots
sometimes. Just the flow of the offense—we weren’t moving the ball. I was forcing

Hanlan finished the game with 17
points, second to Brown’s 21. While he
couldn’t knock down a shot early on, he
came out way more aggressive than he
did in any first half last season.
Rather than deferring to teammates,
Hanlan kept his eyes on the rim looking
for opportunities. If anything, he may
need to ease up a bit for the sake of the
offense going forward. BC totaled 20 assists in both of its exhibition games, but
posted only five on Friday and had just
one at halftime.
“The way we played in those exhibition games wasn’t like this,” Hanlan said,
adding that he forced it too much corn-

BC wants
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ing off ball screens and that BC needs to
swing the ball better to increase the assist

total. Brown wasn’t concerned with the
offense after the game. He knows that
defense needs to be the focus for this

pleased with the effort.
The rebounding needs to get better to
finish offpossessions—boxing out looked
optional for BC in the first half—but this
team’s defense looked way more cohesive
and fundamentally sound. UNH doesn’t
have much of an offense. That doesn’t
take awayfrom BC’s ability to stay on the
floor for shot fakes and effectively hedge
and recover on ball screens.
Those are the things that mattered
to Brown Friday. He knows this team
lost winnable games last year because it
team, and he was

couldn’t get stops. Christian, Hanlan, and
Brown all said the offense will be better.
They’ve seen it run smoothly.
“Offensively the shots were there,”
Brown said. “We forced some bad ones
early on, but in the second half, there
were open shots we’ve got to make.”
Christian thought his team played a
little crazy on offense. It wasn’t how the
Eagles had looked in the preseason, and
that disappointed him. But his message to
his players after the game was simple.
“The only thing you can hope for
after the first game is to be 1-0,” he told
them.
Where would they be without Brown?
Luckily for them, they don’t need to ask
that question. ¦

ROUND UP

to win now
By Alex Fairchild

BY JOHN PUGH

Asst. Sports Editor
As Jim Christian settled into his chair
in front of the media on Friday night, he
didn’t look like a guy who was entirely
at peace with his team and the world.
After throwing his arms forward to get
comfortable, he made an opening statement, and rested his head in the palm of
his right hand.
Boston College men’s basketball’s new
head coach rattled off what he liked and
whathe didn’t like, and it quickly became
evident that the Christian era is going to
be marked by a focus on winning basketball games now, and not two or three
years down the road.
After a rough start on defense, Christian’s team was able to lock New Hampshire down, despite offensive woes, and
hold the Wildcats to a mere three points
in the final eight minutes of the first half
of a 58-50 victory.
Throughout the game, shots weren’t
falling for BC, and the defense had to
step up. The focus in practice has been
on defense, and when graduate student
Aaron Brown was asked about fitting
into the offense, he couldn’t answer the
question without mentioning his role
on defense.
“Defensively, I thought we did real
well guarding 'em,” Brown said. “Towards
the stretch, we let up on a few open shots
and a few cuts that we went over.”
The mentality has changed in Chestnut Hill—instead
of whining about the
offense when shots don’t fall, the Eagles
are going to try to prevent games from
getting awayfrom them with solid manto-man defense.
“The hardest thing to do in basketball
is to continue to guard when you don’t
make shots,” Christian said. “So, the one
positive I’m taking awayfrom it is that we
did that. We guarded very, verywell, even
though we weren’t making shots.”
A different coaching staff brings obvious change, but the atmosphere and
expectations within the program are new,
too. When Steve Donahue took the reigns
four years ago, he was a happy-go-lucky
guy with a high-tempo, 3-point offense
and an exciting basketball philosophy.
Donahue’s press conferences involved
him speaking positively about his team

/

Aaron Brown impressed in his Boston College debut with 21 points on seven-of-16 shooting, following a 21-point performance against American International College.

ROWING
Women’s rowing finished the fall season on
Saturday at The Foot of the
iCharles regatta. The varsity
crew placed first and fourth
in the 4+ event, while the 8+ event’s rowers
placed third and 14th.
Boat A of the 4+ event was led by
Megan Bailey, Caroline Henry, Emma
Metzger, Claire Mason, and Haley Clarke,
who finished 56 seconds ahead of Radcliffe, the biggest lead in any of Saturday’s
races.

Northeastern A led the 8+ event, finishing four seconds over Radcliffe A and
45 seconds ahead of BC.
The team will return for the spring
season in March for the Jesuit Cup. ¦
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After Friday’s win against UNH, Jim Christian seemed to stress a focus on winning now.
and his players in a manner as upbeat as
the basketball his teams wanted to play.
Having success tomorrow always
seemed to be the focus though, instead
of being victorious during the season at
hand. But thebasketball got worse as time
went on, and while improvements occurred on the offensive end, the defensive
and rebounding parts of the game faltered
to embarrassing lows.
The post-game conversations between
Donahue and the media went from hopeful political stump speeches, in which he
said the program was being rebuilt “the
right way,” to therapy sessions, in which
the media would ask Donahue about
a certain player or aspect of the team’s
game, and he would describe how close
something like the defense was to getting
those crucial game-winning stops. These
press conferences were marathons that
would last at least 10 to 15 minutes.
On Friday night, Christian’s dealing with the media, which included a
few minutes’ worth of comments from
players, ended with the press heading
out to write its stories after about seven
minutes.

Christian is more concise in his answers and seems like a guy who wants to

get down to business. After he was asked
what he would emphasize in the one day

of practice he had before the team took
on UMass at TD Garden, he laughed,

because there’s so much that needed to be
fixed in a period of non-conference play
where teams are playing every 3-4 days.
When a reporter questioned Christian on
whether he was satisfied with his team’s
rebounding, the new head coach let out
a monotonous “Ahhh,” before he said, “At
times
You know, not really.”
His frustration with his team’s play
on the glass was justifiable. BC was not
as physical and smart under the rim as it
should have been, which led to UNH getting 10 offensive rebounds, even with Will
Magarity and a healthy Dennis Clifford as
the team’s rotation at center.
Rebounding is not a style of play like 3one of the fundamenpoint shooting—it’s
tals of being a decent basketball team.
There’s no vision of a basketball utopia
at BC anymore, and the long term wasn’t
something that came up at all after the
loss, nor in the build up to the season. On
Friday, though, being 1-0was a step in the
right direction for the Christian era.
“It’s nice to win,” Christian said. “I
mean, you only get 30 nights.” ¦
...
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SAILING
The men’s sailing team
headed to Connecticut
while the women’s team
took to the Charles for the
Atlantic Coast championships. The women finished in seventh place
after losing a head-to-head tiebreaker
against St. Mary’s College of Maryland.
The two teams finished the weekend with
311 points. Navy led the sailors, scoring
219 points with an exceptional 93 points
on Saturday and 126 on Sunday. Boston
College will head to New York next week
for the ICSA National Championship before taking a hiatus until the Rose Bowl in
January. At the Atlantic Coast Championship, the Eagles finished in second behind
the U.S. Naval Academy by five points. ¦

Eagles split trip out west
By Kyle

Baranko

For The Heights
The Boston College women’s basketball team had an up and down weekend
to kick off the 2014-15 season, falling to
Stanford on Friday but rebounding nicely
by defeating St. Mary’s two days later. The
Eagles began their season with a road trip
and a matchup with the No. 6 Stanford.
After playing them close for much of the
first half, the Cardinals’ Lili Thompson &
Cos. eventually proved too much for the
Eagles to handle, as they were stifled for
the remainder of the game. Thompson
scored a career-high 26 points and led her
team to a 96-63 victory.
Emilee Dailey was a bright spot for
BC, contributing a team-high 13 points
in the losing effort. The stat sheet clearly
reflected the outcome, as Stanford shot a
blistering 64.9 percent from the field, including 53.8 percent from 3-point range.
BC bounced back on Sunday with an
82-72 win over St. Mary’s. The Eagles’
crisp passing and excellent ball movement
led to a barrage of open 3-pointers. The
opening 10 minutes of the game clearly

displayed a contrast in style of play, as
the Gaels used their dribble penetration
to get points in the paint, while the Eagles
whipped the ball around the perimeter in
pursuit of clean outside looks. Both sides
traded baskets throughout the first half,
which ended with a three-point St. Mary’s
advantage.
The second half followed the same pattern, until BC rattled off a 10-0 run with
about four minutes remaining. Guard
Ashley Kelsick began the onslaught with a
breakaway steal and layup to cut the Gaels’
lead to two. lunior guard and BC captain
Nicole Boudreau gave the Eagles their
first lead of the second half a couple plays
later with a 3-pointer. BC maintained its
advantage as the Gaels fought and clawed
their way to points in the few remaining
minutes, but were finally put away by
Kelly Hughes’ dagger three with only 45
seconds remaining.
With solid composure and stout defense, the Eagles extended their lead to
10 as the final horn sounded. BC looks
to build on Sunday’s victory in its home
opener against Boston University this
Thursday. ¦
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sells over 500 Burgers a week!

November 20th from sto Bpm

Join us at 1936 Beacon St, Boston, MA 02135 for

WE CAN GET
YOUR NAME
OUT THERE,

Pizza Slices
? FREE
hand cut fries with any burger/sandwich
? Receive $lO in your looped in® account
? looped in® swag, including BC t-shirts

IN PRINT
AND ONLINE.
TO ADVERTISE WITH
THE HEIGHTS, CONTACT

download looped in® from your app store

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM.

WE TAKE THE

THRILL
OUT OF INVESTING.

At TIAA-CREF, we believe the less excitement you
find in your portfolio the better. When we invest,
we do it for the long term, steadily. 1 Our approach
works so well it earned us the Best Overall Large
Fund Company award two years in a row by the
independent research firm Upper.2

A
TIAA

CREF
l___K
Financial Services

Outcomes
That
Matter

Learn more in one click at
TIAA.org or call 855 200-7243.

A A
UPPER

UPPER

FUND AWARDS 2013
UNITED STATES

FUND AWARDS 2014
UNITED STATES

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY2

The Lipper Awards are based on a review
of 36 companies' 2012 and 48 companies’
2013 risk-adjusted performance.

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing. mAA-CREF funds are subject
to market and other risk factors. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
2

The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return for eligible
funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12 and 11/30/13, respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund
companies in 2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 with at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, and Teachers Personal Investors Services Inc. C 184568 ©2014
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America - College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue,
New York, NY, 10017.
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Doing the Pope uses theological ethics to inspire students
Romans do
WHO'
By

Alberto Troccoli

For The Heigh ts

When one thinks ofRome, he or she
generally envisions monuments like the
Coliseum, cobble-stoned streets walked
by blushing couples,bright colored Vespas
whizzing through ancient roads, loud shows
of colors and sounds in the piazzas, and of
course, mouthwatering pizza, pasta, and
gelato on everystreet corner. This romantic
notion does not stray all too farfrom the
truth. Rome is a magnificent city with a history and culture unparalleled to any other.
Growing up there, however, I have gained
a unique perspective on the city and experienced it much differently than a tourist
would.
Although I was born in Los Angeles, I
lived in Rome until age 8. A week after I was
born, my parents decided to leave the country with which I share a birthday and move
to Rome, where my father was born and had
lived during his childhood.
I have pleasant memories ofmy childhood in Roma. I normally spent my weekends with my cousins at my grandfather’s
ancient penthouse, which smelled of stale
cigarettes (everyone in Rome smokes), old
newspapers, strong coffee, and our stinky
but loving bulldog, Artu. We spent our
Sundays watching old American cartoons
like Popeye and Tom and Jerry dubbed in
Italian while eating Kinder treats and Nutella
sandwiches. When I go back to Rome now
and bite into a Kinder Pingui, it brings back
nostalgic memories of my days at the family
house and the dolce far niente—literally
“sweet doing nothing”—of childhood.
Ifthere’s one thing that’s truly unparalleled about Italy, it’s the food. No matter
what the French might say, Italian food is the
best in the world, and you will get an amazing, fresh meal whether you are at someone’s
home, at a five-star restaurant, or at the
cheap trattoria on the corner.
If you befriend some Italians, you will
certainly enjoyyourself while visiting. Italians are generally very warm and friendly,
and are especially good at two things:
dressing well and having a good time. Unlike
Americans, who are often more pragmatic,
Italians take their time to enjoy things. For
instance, the aperitivo is a common custom
in Italy, which entails meeting some friends
for drinks and a few appetizers before dinnertime (which is normally around 9 p.m.
or later). Instead of drinking to get drunk,
young Italians meet their friendsfor a glass
of wine, a cigarette, a few pizzettas, and
enjoy each other’s company.
There is quite a bit of crime in Rome,
and people are always wary ofpickpockets
and thieves. Especially as an American,
always keep an eye out for your things and
be waryof prices, since some Italians will
take advantage of what they perceive as
American naivete.
Although Rome is a city it is, in reality,
more like a big village. Young adults live with
their parents until their mid-20s since most
go to public universities in their own cities,
where they have to specialize right away in
a specific field. They do not pay much attention to arts, sports, or extracurriculars in
universities.
Unlike the U.S., where you are an American citizen the second you are born on
American soil, you can only get citizenship
in Italy if your parents have Italian nationality. The population is therefore mostly white
and Roman Catholic. People are not nearly
as open-minded as people in the U.S., and
they are quick to judge.
What I love about the U.S. is that the
national identity is founded on an ideology
rather than a religion or a race. If you accept
the principles of democracy, freedom, and
tolerance, then you can be an American, no
matter where your family comes from. These
words may sound cliched and overused, but
I can assure you that they are truer for the
U.S. than for Italy.
Although I would probably not move
there again, there are many things I cherish
about Rome and its culture, and I would
certainly encourage anyone to study abroad
there. I have been very fortunate to be able
to call both Rome and L.A. my homes, and
enjoy visiting my Roman family during
holiday breaks.
Being exposed to different cultures has
opened my mind and allowed me to take
in the best ofboth worlds, while examining the differences of each. Living in two
countries has ignited my interest in foreign relations and diplomacy and inspired
my passion for travelling and languages.
I love learning about other cultures, and
have been fortunate to travel as much as I
have and to have learned many languages.
In part because of my international experiences, I have chosen a political science
major and plan to continue studying
French and Spanish as well as go abroad
next year. I still haven’t decided between
Paris and Buenos Aires, but Paris’ proximity to Rome certainly wouldn’t hurt!

Rebecca Moretti is a contributorfor
The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

Stephen Pope became interested
in theological ethics, a discipline that
explores how Christianity helps people
live better lives, during his time working at The Catholic Worker House of
Hospitality in Los Angeles.
“I was a high school teacher for
three years, and in that time I started
taking my students to an organization
called The Catholic Worker House of
Hospitality in Los Angeles,” Pope said.
“We would spent a good part of the day
there, and talking to the people there,
seeing what they were going through
really showed me that there’s a very important part of the Christian life which
is in relation to those who are most
disadvantaged, who are marginalized,
who are oppressed and alienated.”
Following this experience, Pope
decided to go to graduate school to
become a professor. After finishing his
doctorate, he began teaching at Boston
College.
Pope finds a great environment at
BC for the vocation of helping others.
“What I find here most compelling
is the Jesuit commitment to the faith
that does justice, to forming men and
women for others, to using our intellectual gifts and talents to benefit other
people who don’t have our advantages,”
Pope said. “That commitment permits
us to also learn from people outside
the campus, in the communities —especially the marginalized—about our
humanity, about our weaknesses, about
our blind spots, and about how we can
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more Christ-like. The usual
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off, and what throughout the years has
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changed my thinking the most about
that is seeing partnership and mutuality,
instead of paternalism, as the real mark
of what Christian service is about.”
But for Pope, what makes teaching
at BC so fulfilling is not only the Jesuit
ethos, but also having the ability to get
in contact with students and inspire
them.
“I love being a college professor
because I can help students see their
responsibilities, their connections to
other people, and their capabilities
for making a difference in the world,”
Pope said.
Inspiring students is not an easy
task, however.
“I think the biggest problem in our
society is that people are fatalistic and
apathetic,” he said. “They think they can’t
really change anything. That’s not true
the world is, to a great extent, the way we
make it, especially on issues of equity and
justice. Ithink one thing BC does verywell
—

in whatrefers to social justice is in helping
students have hope that they can make a
difference in the world.”
Pope believes that, specifically, three
social trends make it difficult for inspiring
students: the hyper-competitiveness of the
education system, the consumeristic environment, and the focus on careerism.
“Consumerism creates an identification of worth with wealth, and if you
identify worth with wealth, you can’t
help but look down on poor people and
on the marginalized,” Pope said. “You
dehumanize both yourself and other
people. We either thrive together as a
community, or we live as isolated individuals who are going to be unhappy.”
For Pope, the key to a fruitful, happy
life is human contact and relation-

ships.
“I really believe that human happiness really resides in relationships, in

friendships, in communities of people
that really love and care about each

other and show each other the respect
that they’re due,” Pope said.
Pope is adamant that it is necessary
for service to be a vocation in which
comfort is set aside in favor of the other.
“We need to get outside our comfort
zones to see the worth of other people,
especially the marginalized,” he said.
“You need to make yourself vulnerable,
but it takes courage to do so.”
He believes that the question of service is, in the end, a question of love.
“I thinkBC, with its Jesuit education, is
something unusual in the American higher
education because it seeks to break open
the self-centeredness of college and help
you see it as a privilege that allows you to
care for others in a better way,” Pope said.
“The question thenbecomes, ‘ls your privilege a chance to act in a way that’s entitled,
or is it a chance of giving to others so that
they can be enriched, and you yourself are
enriched by giving?’ If you really love, you
can’t lose.” ¦

BCTalks showcases passions of student speakers
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Rebecca Moretti

Stephen Pope

ancy between how we think positively as
an individual but how this view doesn’t
extend to society,” Soroka said.
After doing some research, she decided to continue exploring the topic
of optimism. “I think that the talk really
applies on an individual level, and is applicable to every person in that every
person can implement it in their life
because it is something we can innately
already have,” Soroka said.

Walter Yu, A&S T
6
“Spirituality: A Never-Ending Journey”
Walter Yu, a junior studying economics and philosophy, grew up Catholic, and
his mother took him and his siblings to
weekly religious classes. Yu was so faithful
that in his senior year of high school he
seriously considered becoming a priest.
This career path would be short-lived,
however, as Yu left the church soon after

his senior year.
Yu explains this break from the church
as a process of exploration. “I needed
to step out of faith being the answer to
human existence, and think about the
bigger picture,” he said. As he began to
think over Catholicism and his views on
this faith tradition, Yu began to realize
that his thoughts differed. “Asa Christian,
you’re supposed to figure out God’s plan,”
Yu said.
But Yu thinks the focus should be on
the process instead. “The process of selfinvention and asking questions, which
requires humility because you don’t really
know but in that process itself you find
meaning,” he said.
For Yu, his spiritual journey has been
a path toward understanding his place
in the world and what that means. “I
needed to step out of the church to see
this,” he said.
In his BCTalk, he will share his journey
and his conclusions. “The first thing I want
to do is make the audience think about

something that they don’t usually think
about, and the last thing I want to do is
impose my way of spirituality because it’s
my way, not your way, and you have to find
your way,” Yu said.
Missa Sangimino, A&S T
5
“Our Worst Kept Secret: Solitary Confinement.”
Although solitary confinement may
seem like an issue that is removed from
BC’s campus, Missa Sangimino is passionate about it nonetheless. Sangimino,
an English major and philosophy minor,
grew interested in this topic while taking
a class called Law and Economics. The
paper she wrote for this class was on solitary confinement, a topic that morphed
into a project in which she became very
interested.
For her presentation, Sangimino read
the most recent legislation on solitary
confinement and interviewed leading
psychologists. “A lot of people don’t
believe solitary confinement affords due

process, it’s historically characterized as
torture, it marginalizes the mentally ill,
and it’s expensive,” Sangimino said.
For one prisoner for one year, the
cost of solitary confinement is $60,000
roughly equivalent to one year of higher
education. Sangimino said the cost
doesn’t stop there—the longer the prisoners are in solitary confinement, the
more it costs.
Sangimino thinks that solitary confinement has been getting more attention
recently, especially with TV shows like
Orange Is The New Black, but she hopes
to foster more appreciation and thought
on the topic.
“I hope my talk will raise more awareness for the issues, because a lot of BC
students vote and pay taxes,” she said. In
addition to looking at the issue of solitary
confinement economically, Sangimino will
look at it from a legal and humane perspective, and in the process will seek to start a
dialogue about a topic that may otherwise
not have reached the student body. ¦

CLUB SERIES
FEATURING BC’S STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
BC Armenian Club emphasizes volunteering in Boston’s Armenian community
By

Corinne Duffy

Heigh ts Editor
Between 1915 and 1918, an estimated 1.5 million Armenians living within
the Ottoman Empire were arrested,
tortured, and massacred at the hands
of the Turkish government. This event,
controversiallyknown as the Armenian
Genocide—a title formally unrecognized by Turkey and the United States
as of today—is what initially sparked
the formation of the Boston College
Armenian Club in the late 19705.
In addition to educating people
about and promoting activism in petitioning for the U.S. government to
officially acknowledge the genocide as
a crime against humanity, the Armenian club celebrates Armenian culture
and heritage. Through monthly dinners, community outreach, volunteer
outings, and educational forums, the
club attempts to gather together both
BC Armenians and those interested
in learning more about and sharing in
Armenian customs and traditions.
The Armenian Club, which currently boasts about 25 to 30 active
members —with a few hundred others
on the listserv—is
headed by Cara
Megerdichian, A&S T5, who, since

joining the group her freshman year, has
steadilyprogressed upward inrank from
treasurer, to secretary, to co-president,
to president for the 2014-15 academic
year. Other officers include Natalie
George, vice president and A&S T7;
Hagop Toghramadjian, treasurer and
A&S T7; William Musserian, outreach
coordinator and A&S T6; and Arev
Doursounian, A&S ’l7, and Emma
Vitale, A&S T6, both secretaries.
“We’ve gotten bigger as we hold
more events,” Megerdichian said of her
club’s numbers. “It really depends on
how enthusiastic the incoming class is,
and for the last few years, we’ve had a
really enthusiastic class, so that makes
a really big difference.” In terms of the
events themselves, the BC Armenian
Club has already hosted several on- and
off-campus outings, including dinners
in September and October to gather
together, meet new freshmen and upperclassmen, socialize, and discuss the
year’s plans, eboard meetings everyfew
weeks, and volunteering opportunities.
“There were significantly more people
in October, which was awesome,” she
said.
Most recently, members volunteered at St. Stephen’s Armenian Apostolic Church in Watertown, Mass.

for its 58th Annual Church Bazaar, held
Nov. 7 and 8. There, they served food,
cleaned tables, and met other Armenian
members of the local community —one
of whom included the BC Armenian
Club’s co-founder, Robin Tutunjian
Hines, BC ’BO.
“This year, we are really trying to
get out into the community more,”
Megerdichian said. “There is such a big
Armenian community and influence in
the area, so we’re in areally good spot to
get involved.” The club’s next volunteer
opportunity is at the Armenian Nursing Home and Rehabilitation Center in
Jamaica Plain, Mass. “We’re hoping to
get a good group of about six to seven
kids together to read to the elderly and
keep them company,” she said.
Additionally, the BC Armenians
usually have events with other Armenian clubs in the area—such as the Armenian Students Association ofBoston
University, for example. On Nov. 21 at
an Armenian restaurant in Watertown,
the BC Armenian Club is co-hosting
and attending a dinner/dance social
together with all similar clubs in BC’s

proximity.
In terms of possible events on the
calendar for next semester, the club is
aiming to take a trip to the Armenian

Library and Museum of America,
also located in Watertown, Mass. “If
everything works out, we might have
a cooking lesson,” Megerdichian said.
“We did last semester, and it was a big
success.”
One of the club’s most important
events, however, is on April 24: Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day. The
group then gathers to commemorate
all of those brutally taken from their
homes, forced upon death marches
through the Mesopotamian desert, and
otherwise murdered by leaders within
the Ottoman Empire under the “Turkification” campaign government, which at
the outset of World War I sought to remove Armenians from war zones along
the EasternFront under suspicions that
Christian Armenians—and non-Turks
in general—posed a grave threat to this
new, more modern constitutional state.
This year will mark the lOOth-year anniversary of the genocide’s beginning on
April 24,1915.
“We by no means are trying to
spread hatred, or anger, but rather to
educate,” Megerdichian said. “Obviously,
because it hasn’t been recognized by the
U.S., it’s a political hot topic, and we are
trying to advocate for recognition of the
innocent 1.5 million who died.” ¦
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be approached about adding new ones to
our calendar.” Members of the committee,
especially the two co-chairs, Gozik and
Nussbaum, do most of thework for outreach
and organization of the events.
“We are entirely inclusive, not exclusive —
we have never been in a situation in which we
have needed to turn away a presenter,” Gozik
said. “Instead, we do our best to include as
many academic and administrative units and
student groups as possible.”
From presentations by Fulbright Scholars
to panels composed of culturally aware students and distinguished professors, lEW is
full of diverse daily events with topics ranging
from issues in the Middle East, to Australia,
to larger ideas like the state of global capitalism. On Tuesday, Nov. 11, a panel entitled
Solidarity in a Globalized World discussed
questions like, “What is it? Is it possible? Why
does it matter?”
The panel consisted of student representatives from Arrupe, PULSE Council, the
Global Service and Justice Program, and BC’s
Women’s Center, as well as theologyprofessor
Stephen Pope and political science professor
Paul Christensen.
Through recalling personal experiences,
all the members explained“solidarity” in their
own way, with definitions like “togetherness,
a shared life experience that we as humans
are all going through, regardless of lifestyle,
experiences, beliefs, conditions, countries,”
according to Alex Gaynor,A&S T5. The panel
was also very open about the difficulties of
finding solidarity. Grace Na, A&S 16, shared
her own struggle in finding solidarity.
“For me, solidarity is finding that connection with another human being, but also
recognizing thatI’m in a place ofprivilege and
that I have won the lottery,” Na said. The panel
went on to grapple further with the topic and
discuss possible ways to obtain it in our lives.
Within the upcoming week, similar types
of events will take place, but in many different formats, allowing the BC community to
gain a more holistic international education
experience. Art exhibitions like the World
Through Our Eyes photo exhibit, and a lecture
on ISIS given by political science professor
Peter Krause, will occur during the week, as
well as an abundance of others that appeal to
diverse interests.
Within the remainder of the week, the
planning committee hopes to achieve its
overarching goal: to foster greater interest in
international understanding. According to
the International Education Week 2014 page
of the BC website, “International Education
Week emphasizes the importance of increasing knowledge and awareness of the world’s
cultures, peoples, and languages, and affirms
the critical role that international education
plays at Boston College.”
BC itself is an international community.
On campus, more than 50 percent of the student body studies abroad, and roughly 2,000
international students and scholars are here
every year. Although this is true, the planning
committee hopes to expose students to new
international ideas and opportunities that
they had not previously considered. “We want
students to become more aware of the great
wealth ofinternational programs and scholarship available on campus,” Gozik said. ¦
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provides alternative ways to participate, and it
broadens the scope of participation beyond
the hand-raise in class. For quiet students who
dread the “participation grade” tacked onto the
end of the syllabus, Twitter can allow them to
voice their opinions in a more comfortable
setting—such as Ludwig’s Twitter discussions. And for students who want additional
learning outside of the classroom, Twitter can
continue the conversation after the bell rings,
so to speak.

Lindsay Hogan and Matthew Sienkiewicz
of the communication department engage
their students outside of classroom hours with
Twitter challenges by tweeting questions to the
class, challenging students to reach out to a
professional in a certain media field, and asking
them questions. The first students to respond
may receive a prize or bonus points, which may
seem “gimmicky,” according to Sienkiewicz, but
the rewards can extend beyond these day-today challenges.
In an ordinary classroom setting, it may
seem farfetched for a student in Boston to
reach out to a director in Nigeria, or a journalist
working in Beijing. For Sienkiewicz’s students,
however, this is not only possible, but also encouraged as part of his Globalization and the
Media course, which allows students to interact
with media producers around the world. A
cold email from a BC student to one of these
producers, Sienkiewicz explained, is unlikely to
receive a good response—but Twitter breaks
down these communication barriers.
“Interacting through Twitter often allows
these social statuses to get blurred,” he said.
Users should be mindful about whom they
choose to follow, however. “What I find is that

Things I
knowfor sure

Doug Flutie’s historic touchdown catch resulted in
4,000 new applications to BC between 1982 and 1985
By

Kendra Kumor

Juan Olavarria

at the time, recruiters “relied

For The Heigh Is
There is one moment in Boston College history with
repercussions of titanic proportions, that is often cited
as a catalyst for the University’s meteoric rise through
the rankings. During a time when the amount of students
going to college decreased, BC saw an incredible surge
in applications, in both quantity and quality.
With just 28 seconds on the clock, BC trailed by four
mere points separating sporting history
points—four
from oblivion. Of the millions watching, adrenaline
coursing through their veins, few suspected the mindbending and career-defining moment they were about
to witness.

CBS announcer Brent Musburger described the scenes
in the Orange Bowl: “Three wide receivers out to the right
Flutie flushed
throws it down
caught by Boston
College! I don’t believe it! It’s a touchdown!
“The Eagles win it! I don’t believe it! Phelan is at the
bottom of that pile! Here comes the Boston College
team! He threw it into the end zone! There was no time
left on the clock! The ball went between two defensive
backs of Miami!”
This moment —the
downing of the defending
champion Miami Hurricanes on their own turf by the
Eagles—sealed the legacy of Doug Flutie and cemented
the significance of the game, known forever after by the
“The Hail Mary pass,” creating a phenomenon which has
then since garnered notoriety as the “Flutie Effect.”
“In 1982 Boston College received 12,000 applications
for its incoming freshman class,” said the Sept. 9, 1985
issue of The Heights. “Three years later that number
reached 16,000.” What was the cause of this sudden spike?
Were athletics the main factor? Had the University undertaken anew agenda to promote BC more effectively?
Or, had the phenomenon simply risen due to the absence
of a concise theory to explain a complicated event?
Since Rev. Donald Monan, S.J., took over the presidency of the University, BC had seen a steady rise in both
academic and athletic prowess to previously unreached
levels. Greater student diversity was one of the goals of
the administration of the time, as the institution began
shifting toward becoming a national research institution
in the vision of its Jesuit leaders. As such, for some years
...

...

...

upon its 4,000-member
volunteer network composed of alumni and students to
promote the University [nationally]” according to the
same issue of The Heights.
Charles Nolan, the admissions director at the time,
said, “Flutie and the BC athletic program have increased the University’s name recognition across the
nation.” Moreover, the Spring 2003 edition of the Boston
College Magazine stated: “These jumps [in applications]
were not anomalous for BC, which in the previous decade
had embarked on a program to build national enrollment
using market research strategically allocated financial
aid, and improvements to residence halls and academic
facilities.”
The increased interest in the University at the time of
the paradigm-shifting game did indeed provide context
to a theory, which can be plausible at best. It seemed
to gain enough attention that many large media outlets
such as the New York Times began citing it as a given,
however link.
Another factor that is cited as increasing the intrigue
of the University is the endless number of opportunities
for career advancement in the city of Boston. The city had
always been a burgeoning center for academic expression and development, coupled with the unique identity
that truly mark the “city upon a hill” as an epicenter for
higher education in the world.
“Boston College is a vibrant, alive place,” the same
issue of The Heights said. “What the Flutie era has done
is bring it to people’s attention more quickly.” For BC at
least, the Flutie factor seems to have had less of an effect
on increasing the desire of students to attend the University in and ofitself than in showcasing the opportunities available to a wider audience. Then, when coupled
with the extraordinary efforts of the admissions office,
among others, BC entered anew age of competitiveness
and prestige.
Nevertheless, a different Flutie Effect is felt around
campus. One simply needs to approach Alumni Stadium
to see the large statue of Flutie in front of its main gate,
or go to the academic quadrangle and find the easiest way
to identify one building from another is by remembering
“Doug Flutie Loves Girls.” The 1984 Heisman winner will
always have an effect on the community —it simply is not
the expected and widely attributed one. ¦
...

Academia and Twitter converge in classroom setting
From Social Media, B
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the accounts that people follow are mostly at
the extremes. They followKim Kardashian and
their sister,” he said. Instead, Sienkiewicz suggests finding the “in-between”: someone who
has more experience, but not so much that he
or she won’t bother with students’ questions.
“So, if you’re interested in international
relations, don’t tweet to John Kerry, and don’t
tweet to the Washington Post International
Affairs, but tweet to somebody writing for the
Boston Globe about international affairs, and
you’ll very often get a response.”
Hogan, for her Children and Media course,
also asks students to reach out to producers,
writers, and casting agents in the media industry. She incorporated Twitter challenges into
her Social Media course, which was offeredfor
the first time this past summer.
“One thing I loveabout using social media
in the classroom is that it really does create
a two-way learning environment,” she said.
Hogan gains even more knowledge about the
platforms from her students, who were asked
to keep social media diaries this summer.
The two-way learning also extends to BC
alumni and graduate students, who are most
actively engaged on Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram, according to Melissa Beecher, the
University social media manager. Undergraduates aren’t the only ones who can follow course
hashtags—alumni can contribute to the online
conversation, as well.
“A nice benefit to having a known hashtag
—such as [John] Gallaugher’s #BCTechTrek—
is that alumni or others can follow it and weigh
in on topics,” Beecher said in an email. “Alumni
who have launched startups can talk about that
experience with current students interested in
entrepreneurship.”
Watching professors utilize social media

for academic purposes is encouraging in and
of itself, according to Kwani Lunis, a former
student ofSienkiewiczand A&S T5.
“He made an example of himself,” she said.
“The fact that a professor is using [Twitter] as
a resource to gain knowledge—why not do it
yourself?” Plus, Lunis —who initially felt like a
“cyber-creep” for tweeting at strangers—is now
able to use Twitter as a networking tool, and
she reaches out to professionals in her career
areas of interest.
“When you sign up for Twitter, or Facebook, or any other social media outlet, you
don’t really realize the power of it and how
it has multiple uses,” said Ellen Burr, another
student ofSienkiewicz and A&S T5. Burr, an
international studies major with a concentration in media cultural studies, also noted how
using Twitter academically can be beneficial
in the future.
“I’m looking to get into sports broadcasting, and the trajectory of the media landscape
right now is more toward social media and the
Internet, and away from traditional forms like
television, print, and radio,” she said. “I think
my skills and experiences I have gained in these
classes will definitely help in that regard.”
Twitter has been commended by many
professors for its ease of use—it avoids the
hassle of logging into a separate website, and
most students already have Twitter on their
phones. It’s fast, and it encompasses a broader
ranger of users than Facebook, which is not as
valuable for education purposes, Sienkiewicz
explained. While Facebook friends are usually your “real-life” friends, Twitter followers
can be virtual strangers —strangers who can
soon become professional contacts who offer
advice and answer questions. Social media has
the potential to be used for various purposes,

but the question still remains: does it belong
in every classroom?
“I think there are always ways—no matter
what you’re teaching—to encourage engagement, and to extend that learning outside of
the classroom,” Hogan said. “At the same time,
I understand that there can be challenges. Any
time you’re using any sort of technology for
teaching, you have to start out with a purpose.
You have to have a learning objective.”
Patricia Delaney, the deputy director of the
Office of News and Public Affairs, noted how
using social media is not one size fits all.
“Social media is a great addition to the
toolboxavailable to faculty, but as with all tools,
it has to be the right fit,” she said in an email.
“If it truly adds value to the course experience,
thensocial media is a wonderful option, but if it
doesn’t suit the course structure or the material
being addressed, it could add a layer ofeffort
that in the long run proves more time-consuming than helpful.”
And it’s not just time-consuming for firsttime users: even for social media experts,
joining the Twitter-spherealong with students
requires extra work.
Hogan, for example, makes herself available
for questions at any time on Twitter—and,
while this gives students the opportunity to
ask last-minute exam questions, it also makes
teaching an around-the-clock job. Hogan also
has reservations about being overactive on
Twitter, emphasizing that professors shouldbe
wary of cutting into students’ leisure time.
With the right balance, however, students
tend to be on board —and even excited about
using social media alongside their coursework.
And, while professors may be teaching with
Twitter, they’re also teaching how to tweet—in
140 characters or fewer. ¦

There are very few things in life
that are certain. Many people say nothing is certain, but I’d have to disagree.
In my short 21 years on this earth, I
like to think I’ve learned a few things.
Most of the life lessons I have learned,
however, have taken place in the past
two years, since I began writing articles
for this newspaper.
Writing articles forces a person
to talk to people: to grieving faculty
members, to UGBC presidents, to
marathon supporters, to nurses on the
night shift. I know I’ve learned more
about Boston College—and life in
general—from these people than I ever
will in the confines of a classroom.
In the end, people are what write
BC’s narrative in the first place. They
change its character and meaning from
year to year, shaping the University’s
identity. Due to the people who attend and run BC, the institution has
morphed from an all-male, Irish-Catholic, mostly local college to the (arguably) diverse, international university
it is today. If you don’t take the time to
know the people at BC, you’ll never really know what this school is about.
After two years of learning about
the people here—listening to their
stories and retelling them for the pages
of this paper —I can say there are a few
things I now know for certain:
I know that there will always be
Mac and Cheese in the Rat on Thursdays because of the countless interviews I have conducted there.
I know that the buses never run according to the schedules posted on all
of the bus stops because of the many
times I have been late for interviews.
I know that discovering you live
in the same state as someone else will
inevitably give you some common
ground and set you up for a successful
conversation.
I know students at BC are obsessed
with talking about their study abroad
experiences, because of all of the
opinions columns I have read on the
subject.
I know that the BC Bubble isn’t
invincible, and is best popped by taking trips into the city that don’t include
Newbury Street and Copley Square.
I know that social media is not necessary to be professionally or socially
successful.
I know that most professors at this
school dislike having their picture
taken because of all of the times I’ve
had to beg them to let me print their
photo in the paper.
I know that the Mods were transported to their positions by helicopter, and that the Rat used to be a pub
where professors and students could
converse and learn more than what is
possible in a classroom setting.
I know that stereotyping is the
worst thing you can do upon meeting
people, because you are writing their
story for them.
I know that if you stop looking away
from all of your acquaintances, you’ll
have a lot more friends.
I know that there is more to BC and
the people that it consists of than I will
ever be able to know.
Admittedly, the idea of compiling a
list of things I know for certain is not
an original idea of mine. I stole it from
a good friend who sent email updates
while she was studying abroad, reflecting on her time awayfrom BC. I could
tell through her emails that this form
of reflection was helping her make the
most of her experiences, because she
was realizing the value in everything
she did.
Maybe you know some of these
things I’ve listed as well, but I’ve had the
privilege of learning these things straight
from the sources. One of my professors
says that the best way to learn is to “do
your own learning,” meaning that the
information spewed forth by a professor to students during a lecture will only
stick with them for a limited amount of
time, just like the facts that I spewed at
you will probably be forgotten because
you’re simply reading them.
Those things I have learned will
never be forgotten by me, however, because I did the learning myself. I talked
to dozens of people on and off this campus, ensuring that those experiences
will forever shape me moving forward.

Kendra Kumor is the Features Editor

for The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.
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Professors
use Twitter
as class tool
By

Michelle Tomassi

Heights Editor
Sometimes, students in Alexander Ludwig’s
popular music course have silent discussions.
No, they’re not reading each other’s minds, or
passing notes to each other. The room may
be quiet, but students’ voices are still being
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BCTalks, modeled after TED Talks, to feature eight BC students’ research
By

Julia

Bogiages

For The Heights
In its fourth year, BCTalks will take

place in the Walsh Function Room tonight
at 6 p.m. Modeled after the popular TED
Talks and run by Education for Students
by Students (ESS), eight students from a
variety of majors and years will give 20minute talks about the subject of their
choosing. Here is a preview of some of
the talks, as well as background on this

year’s speakers.

virus and are given to someone who is
now challenged with the virus,” Hawkins
said. Hawkins will analyze this treatment
through the lens of bioethics.
“Bioethics is a frameworkfor decisionmaking that stems from both moral and
philosophical argumentation,” he said.
Hawkins has received aid in the preparation of his BCTalk from Rev. John Paris,
S.J.,with whom Hawkins previously took
a class—which
forced Hawkins to think
of the human aspect of health care, something he is very interested in.
Hawkins will discuss the process
through which a therapy is approved and

refer to judicial and clinical precedent
when discussing this experimental treatment for Ebola. “I hope the talk will promote effective and informed dialogue on
campus,” he said.
Sofia Soroka, A&S ’lB
“The Optimism Advantage”
Sofia Soroka, one of only two freshmen
giving a BCTalk this Monday, will discuss
the nature and evolution of optimism.
Although she is considering a major in
political science, Soroka’s talk has a more
scientific angle, covering how people’s
brains have evolved neurologically toward
the tendency to be optimistic. “This [optimism] has helped us on an individual
level and the wider scope of society,” Soroka said.
Soroka’s interest on the topic of optimism began when she, as part of a high
school assignment, read the book The Optimism Bias. “The book discusses discrep-
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Andrew Hawkins, A&S ’l6
“Ethical Questions Regarding the Ebola
Response”
Asa student majoring in biology in
A&S, a science-driven BCTalk is appropriate for Andrew Hawkins. Yet, in his
presentation Hawkins will do more than
just discuss scientific topics —Hawkins
will take the seemingly removed issue of
the Ebola virus directly to BC’s campus.
Although there are currently no approved

therapies for Ebola, Hawkins will analyze
experimental therapies and the ethical
questions inherent within their approval.
Specifically, Hawkins will examine the
convalescent serum therapy, which is one
method under investigation.
“Convalescent serum therapy is a
plasma transfusion, which entails retrieving the desired antibodies that are hopefully effective in counteracting the Ebola

heard—on Twitter, that is.
“In a class of 100 students, it’s hard to have a
discussion, so Twitter helps get all those voices
out there at the same time,” Ludwig said. A
professor in the music department, Ludwig
teaches a course called the History ofPopular
Music, which focuses on the development of
popular music from the 1880s up until Madonna, in order to provide context for today’s
pop songs. “Music history” and “social media”
may not seem synonymous, but Ludwig has
taken the initiative to use Twitter as a tool for
learning and engaging both inside and outside
of the classroom.
Using Twitter and other online platforms
within an academic setting may seem counterproductive: since social media is often considered a “distraction”—why
would professors
want to integrate it into the teaching process?
AtBoston College, however, Twitter has the
potential to be more than just a game. When
combined with a structured, academic plan, it
can open channels of learning that may not be
possible otherwise—especially for large lecture
classes, Ludwig noted.
Ludwig’s students listen to songs every
day and tweet their thoughts about each
track—either something unique, or something
that stands out to them. The tweet is followed
by the course hashtag, #bcpop, which allows
students to view their classmates’ thoughts in
a single, cohesive stream. One day, students
might be tweeting their own blues lyrics, and
the next, they are looking at political themes in
Bob Marley songs.
The nightly assignments are simple: students need one tweet per song and one
interaction, which could mean a retweet or a
comment. The process builds community in
a 100-student classroom, but also enhances
student performance.
“Once [students] start listening and thinking
about these pieces and writing it down,it really
helps anchor those pieces in their brains,” Ludwig said. “When you have this Twitter journal
that’s much more public, you concentrate more
on what you’re tweeting, and you concentrate
more on what you’re listening to.”
Ludwig gives his students several quizzes
throughout the semester, which involve identifying songs and their characteristics. Cal Liu,
one ofLudwig’s students and CSOM TB, noted
how the Twitter assignments not only help prepare him for quizzes, but also convey ideas.
“In Twitter you have a word limit, so you
have to convey the characteristics of the songs
precisely and be as brief as possible,” Liu said.
“After a while, you can capture what this song’s
really about, and later when you review the
song, you can recognize it easier!’ And while
Twitter reduces the workload—when compared to reading responses or Canvas posts—it
also reduces the pressure, he explained, which
allows for more casual, yet still meaningful
dialogue.
Twitter is not justreforming discussions—it
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International Education Week focuses on social justice, solidarity
By

Anne

Bigler

government, those involved are not required
to hold certain activities. “We use lEW as an
opportunity to showcase and promote the

In 2000, the U.S. Department of State
teamed up with theDepartment of Education
to initiate an event dedicated to the celebration and promotion of cultural knowledge
and awareness. InternationalEducation Week
(lEW) is celebrating its 15th anniversary nationwide—this year’s event, lasting from Nov.
10-21, marks its fourth year of observance on
the BC campus.
International Education Week began at BC
in 2010, primarily under the direction of the
Office of International Students and Scholars
(OISS). This year marks the first year that the
Office of International Programs (OIP) will
also be playing an increasingly important role.
Adrienne Nussbaum, director of OISS, and
Nick Gozik, director of OIP, are the two chairs
of the lEW planning committee.
Although BC s lEW is aligned with the nationwide celebration, it remains independent
and therefore has more freedom. Since the
event on campus receives no funding from the

deepand wide arrayof international programming available to faculty, staff, and students on
our campus,” Gozik said in an email.
Continuing to celebrate lEW in its own
way, the planning committee has decided to
extend the festivities for an additional week.
The addition of another week dedicated to
international education has the possibility of
overlap with other events. “We also wanted
to encourage a wider array of units on campus to become involved, so as to make sure
that lEW is really a campus-wide initiative,”
Gozik said.
This year,for the first time, BC’s lEW planning committee has decided to select a theme
for the week: “Social justice in the world: Is it
possible?”
“We are hoping that the theme will not
only help to thread together lEW activities, yet
will also providefor a broader conversation on
campus during the fall semester,” Gozik said.
The planning committee hopes that the events

throughout theweekswill be thought-provoking and encourage students to start asking
some important questions about the role of
social justice in the world, and what role they
could potentially play in its advancement.
Gozik hopesstudents and faculty will ponder
some larger questions.
“Is social justice in the world a realistic
aim?” Gozik asked. “How does one define
social justice in other cultural and linguistic
contexts? Does social justice presuppose
equality? What role might BC community
members take in helping to promote social
justiceresponsibly around the world?”
Although this is only its fourth year at
BC, lEW is growing at an ever-expanding
rate. The planning committee has been
successful in its attempts to reach out,
demonstrated by the fact that it has doubled
its number of events available throughout
the week.
“We currently list 46 events on the
lEW website,” Gozik said. “We continue to
DREW HOO / HEIGHTS STAFF
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Julianne Malveaux, BC 74, spoke about economics and race as part of International Ed Week.
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